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Abstract 
The aim of this project is to replicate on a c mputcr wh t human b iin is ar · 
able to do so effortlessly - detect the presence of faces in their field f vi i n. T a 
layman, it may appear trivial. but to actually implement the nc cs ary rep le ding 
to a successful execution of this in an algorithm is difficult and still an un I cd 
problem in computer vision. 
The proposed Face Detection ystem is an application that aut mate the 
detection of frontal human face( ) in a given image. The t m I erforrn all ta k · 
including image pre-pr ces ing, analy. i , and utput. 1 he u · ·r merely pre .ent it 
with the image. The ystem take a input a 24 bit R B I ur ima ic hi h ntain 
facets). Before the detecti n pr ces begin , the s tern pre-pr cs c · the irna re int 
a format required by the y tern. The tern ill gen rate an utput \ h .rc ' er 
detected face will be indicated with a rectangle on a cop f the riginal image. 
The method u ed for detecting face i a c mbinati n f c I ur-b .ed 
technique and template matching. A gra - ale image i · generated fr rn the ri rinal 
input image. kin regi n arc then .parr t .d r m n n- in r ·gi 11. b 1 , ·gm ·nting 
the gray- cale image. After that, the t im ill I al· the fr ntal human fa • · 
·1 he I· ace ·t ·cti 11 ·t ·m is imp! .m ·nt ·ti in isu:il n 1si • .0. ') h . ~ )-,( ·111 
····."hi ·Ii 11~ s l i · ·t ri ·nt -d 1 .1r,1 Ii •111 1 
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CHAPTER 1 
Introduction 
1.1 Project Overview 
The current evolution of computer technologies is steering toward appl ing 
artificial intelligence in machines in order for the machine to duplicate human 
cognitive abilities. Computer vision, for example aims to duplicate human i i n. 
One particular discipline in comput r ision which is garnering tr mend u amount 
of research is face detection. From the many res arche d ne a number f m th d 
have been proposed to detect face in images. 
Over the past ten years face detection has been thoroughly tudied mainly due to 
the reason that it has a number of interesting application in arious fields uch a 
security, earth sciences, and image communication. For instance faced tection i a 
crucial step in face recognition which can be used t re trict the high- 
security areas. Video surveillance systems could also u e thi t hnique t d t t the 
face of delinquent caught in the act, which uld redu c th urn 
and tracking criminal . An th 'r a pli ati n i th· u · • hniqu t 
satellite images to dete t a parti ular patt rn. N t nl 11 tio1111I armi '. nr · 
intere ted in thi applicati n ut 
the u . id 
Jtl I 
st ms 111 Iii-.> I -n ·lit 
dct ti n r th ir odinn . Th list ssibt tpplicntions rs l't l(n1,l11t 
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the few examples mentioned above already demonstrate the significance of face 
detection. 
No matter how simple and trivial it may sound, face detecti n in im 1 s is 
challenging task. In pattern recognition parlance, human face is a complex pan m. 
Different poses and gestures of the face accentuate complexity. Variability in cal , 
location, occlusion, and lighting conditions also change the verall appear nee of 
faces. In fact, Most in the past research work on face detection focused n d 1 cting 
frontal faces thus leaving out the problem of po e invariance. Alth ugh there is till 
some space for improvement on frontal face detection, the key is ue of current and 
future research is bound to be pose invariance. 
1.2 Project Motivation 
As face detection, or any subjects related to fac pr cc ing, is n t ffcrcd a a 
study course in the faculty, this project s rves as a g d pportunity to study face 
detection and its existing methodology in depth. ln the end, the theoretical 
knowledge is applied to a practical situati n. In this ca e, it will 
face detection system using thee isting m 
up purely for educational purp e . 
t impl m nt a 
pr ~ ti tak n 
The ystem is built to det ct the pr . en 
static image. The system will take a input 
Th sy tern will r e th input im ' 
s in n 2-dim .m i nul 
ima c: in itmu] f m rt, 
an I 1£1 r lhol th· nl 1 1 itlun 
implement d in th 
2 
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The detected human face(s) will be indicated by a marking (a red spot, a rectangle, 
etc.) 
1.3 Objective of the Project 
• To study and review the existing meth dology f r r cc det ·cti n, and how t 
implement algorithms to perform the proces or face detection. 
• To choose one or a combination of exi ting techniques/method in buildin • a 
reali tic software program for the purp e f face dctccii n. 
• To create, in general, a u eful oftware pr gram t perf rm the ta k f face 
detecti n with a good ucce rate. 
1.4 Scope of the Project 
The scope of the pr ject include de igning and building a .tern that i able t 
detect the presence of human face( ) in a riven image and indicate I mark th 
detected face(s) a output. An algorithm hi h i made up fa mbin ti n f m 
colour segmentation and template matching hall be impl em nt d in rd ·rt erf rm 
face dctecti n. The tern take a input 2~dim n i nal 2 bit c I ur R , irnag · in 
bitmap f rmat, The facets) in the input ima I. ha' ( be fr ntal vi .w r the irna IC and 
the number f face in th. irna i ap] I' ximatcl I b ·t 'CM I I - . The h ight r the 
image mu t note cecd 2 pi, ·I unit and th · idlh must not b · m r · thun IC) pi; ·I 
unit. 
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This project is initiated exclusively for educational purposes and not to build a 
commercial system/software. Therefore, there are limitations in this pr jcct 111p r 
to other existing commercial system. 'One being the exccuti n urn f th· syst m is 
not taken into account when measuring its performance. The ystcrn i me nt f r 
detecting faces in static images only and does not support dynamic imag s Ii 
video. 
For the Face Detection System, it is implemented a ed n xi ting t chnique and 
algorithm and to date researchers has yet to discover a technique that will 1ield 
perfect results. Therefore, it i near imp ssible for the Face 
generate 100% accuracy in detecting face. 
tecti n , yst m t 
Moreover, as the termin I gy for vari u fac procc sing ta k fa dete ti n, ac 
localization, face recognition, etc.) are often misundersto d, it i be str ssed that the 
system only detects the presence of face and doe not xtend to recognizing/ 
identifying the face 
1.5 Expected Outcome 
This project, when complet d, will b a . Itwar pr iram impl m nt d usin 
or a combination f the xi ting meth dol g' f r fa detc Ii n, An al iorithm ill 
b implem nt d in th rai \ hi h will . ·~111 a di iitnl im I It' r H (I nu 
l hum 1 n 
in th ti iin 11 uluur im 11 . 
nt inin 
rcct ngle ill c drawn n r un 1 
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1.6 Project Schedule 
This Face Detection System project took 2 semesters to be completed. The 
following Table l.l and Figure 1.1 details the activities that were throughout the 2 
semesters. 
Table 1.1: Face Detection System project schedule 
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Figure 1.1 Face Detection System Project Gantt Chart 
1. 7 Report Layout 
This project rep rt is made up of 8 hapters. The followin • t ' t is n I 1ym1t uf th· 
organization of the whole r ·p rt. It gives 1111 ov ·rvic.n of the m11jor i. sues in ol ·ti 
for the planning and implcm ·ntnti n of th· proj ·ct 
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Chapter I : Introduction 
This chapter gives an overview of the proposed system for the project 
It defines the proposed system and presents vital information 
regarding the project which includes the project objective, project 
scope, project motivation and project schedule. 
Chapter 2 : Literature Review 
This chapter is the most information-packed section of this report. All 
research and studies that was conducted are documented in thi 
chapter. It provides a summary on issues and topics related to the 
proposed system. It is the combination between literature earch and 
literature review. Among the topics di cussed are devel pmcnt tools 
and technology including operating system, programming language 
and as well as face detection techniques 
Chapter 3 : Methodology 
The highlight of this chapter is the chosen methodology to develop the 
system. It documents the characteristics of the chosen methodology 
and provides reason why it was chosen. It also discu ses the 
information gathering techniqu s and the explanation about the 
development software and platform chosen to develop thi sy tern. 
Chapter 4 : System Analysis 
Thi chapter describ s the s stem anal is of th· projc ·t in cludin • 
techniques u ed lo capture r ·quir ernents, . p icification or th • 
functional and non-Iuncti nal ·quir nncnts, 1s well '' hurdv tr • ind 
·onwarc r iquircm .nts. 
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Chapter 5 : System Design 
This chapter provides an overview of the overall architecture of the 
proposed system. It explains the conceptual and technical design of 
the system. Diagrams are used to model all aspects of the system. 
Chapter 6: System Implementation 
This chapter explains in detail how the algorithm for skin 
segmentation and template matching, which are methods used in the 
Face Detection System to detect face, is implemented and coded. 
Chapter 7: Testing 
This chapter shows explains what testing approach was used to test 
the system. The test set data are provided in table form. A discussion 
section was included to explain some bizarre te ·t result and error 
encountered. 
Chapter 8 : System Evaluation and Conclusion 
This chapter evaluates the system in terms of its performance as tested 
and also included suggestion to apply the system for future use. 
1.8 Chapter Summary 
This chapter defines the project and the proposed ystem. It started IT with a bri ·f 
introduction to topic of face detection. Apart fr m that, important i · .uc · regarding 
the project were outlined. They were discus .ed in subtopic. which include Project 
Objectives, Project Motivati n, Pr ject c pe, F. peeled Out .umc, Proje ·t Schedule, 
and Report Layout. In the following chapter, a literatur • revicv will l · .arricd out to 
document all infonnati n reg 1rding th· proposed S)'sl ·m. 
7 
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CHAPTER2 
Literature Review 
2.1 Introduction 
The purpose of conducting this literature review is to provide a thor ugh 
understanding on the domain of the Face Detection project by looking at publications 
by accredited scholars and researchers. lt can be perceived a th pre-anal i pha e 
of the project where different methods of fac detecti n are studied and 
order to determine the most feasible meth d t be ad pted for this Fae etecti n 
project. Research has al o been d ne n exi ting t rn r lated t fac dctccti n 
as to have a clear view of the application f fa e detection in the real w rid. 
Therefore, many requirements of the ace Detection system can be captur d from the 
literature review. 
2.2 Domain Studies 
Images containing faces are es ential t int Iii ent visi n-ba e human m ut r 
interaction. Henc , many re ear h has en c ndu t d n fa 
includes face rec mition, ace tra kin , t 
'S, in 1 whi ·I\ 
initi n. 
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images where face is present. Below are the findings of all aspects related to face 
detection. 
2.2.1 Definition 
Face is defined as front of the head from forehead to chin. or the purpose of this 
project,face refers to only the human face. 
Face analysis can be categorized into different areas such as detection, r cognition, 
tracking, expression recognition and modelling. 
Face detection is to determine whether or not there are any faces in a given arbitary 
image and, if present, return the image location and extent of each face fl]. Face 
detection and face tracking are related ubjects in stand alone applicati n ·uch a· 
counting faces and surveillance, where the location and ori ntation f fa c are 
continuously estimated. 
Face localization aims to determine the image p ition of a single face. hi' is a 
simplified face detection with the asswnption that an input image nly c ntain ne 
face 
Face recognition deal with identifying the idemit of a p r n in an ima 1 o a 
sequence. A typical application for Iac re o iti ntr I wher th' fo · 
of a user is matched against a pr -st red image f the amc u er in, tcad f a 
u ernarne r pa word. Fae 
id ntificati n, w rk tati 11 urit: 
rimin d 
' -muil 1 •ti 1 v \I and huil linu s t'\1111 
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Facial expression recognition concerns identifying the affective states (happy, sad, 
disgusted, etc) of humans [2]. Therefore, its goal is to detect the presence and 
location of features such as eyes, mouth, nose, nostrils, ears, etc. 
2.2.2 Challenges Associated With Face Detection 
Given an image, the goal of face detection is to identify all image r gion that 
contain a face regardless of its orientation, three dimensional position, r lighting 
condition. However, there are factors that makes it difficult to achi ve thi goal. The 
challenges associated with face detection can be attributed to the following factor 
(2]: 
• Pose. The images of a face vary due to the relative camera-face p siti n ( 45 
degrees, frontal, etc.) and ome ba ic facial feature (rn uth, 11 , 1 . may b 
partially or wholly occluded. 
• Presence and absence of structural component. Facial fcatur s such a skin 
tone, beard, mole, glasses may or may not be pre ent and these component have 
a wide variety including shapes, colour and sizes. 
• Facial expression. The appearanc f f cc i dir ct! aff ct d b th p r n' 
facial expression (frowning, smiling, ulking etc.) 
• Occlu ion. Faces may be partial] luded hidd 'n .rtain [e t . In an 
image with a group of people a fac ma e partiall o luded b an U1 r foe· 
causing verlapping a e ima ic . 
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• Imaging conditions. When the image is formed, factors such as lighting and 
camera characteristics (lenses, sensor response) may affect the appearance of a 
face. 
2.2.3 Methods In Face Detection 
The idea of using computation to "detect" face is very intriguing. Thi id a ha I d 
to many interesting algorithms and techniques for face detection, each with their own 
uniqueness. ln this section, existing techniques to detect faces is reviewed. As stated 
in Chapter 1, the scope of this project includes detecting faces in still images and 
does not include moving images like video, hence the methods discus ed ar for 
static image only. According to Yang and Kriegman [1], the meth d can b 
classified into four major categories: 
1. Knowledge-based method. 
These are rule-based methods whereby human knowledge of what constitutes a 
face is encoded. The rules usually capture the relationship betw en featur s. 
2. Feature-invariant approaches. 
Designed mainly for face 1 calizati n, the e rneth d aim t 
features of a face imag that exi t r gardl f th arianti 
ar h f r tru rural 
i WJ int 
or lighting conditions. These informati n is then u: t I cate fa s. 
3. T mplat -rnatching m thorls. 
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Several standard patterns of a face are stored to describe the face as a whole or 
the facial features separately. The correlations between an input image and the 
stored patterns are computed for detection. 
4. Appearance-based methods. 
In contrast to template matching, these methods have models (or templates). The 
models are learned from a set of training images which should capture the 
representative variabilities of facial appearance. These learned models arc th n 
used for face detection. 
Table 2.1 summarizes the algorithms and repre entative works for face detecti n 
in a single image for these four categories. 
Table 2.1 : Categorization of Methods is Face Der ction For ingle Image 
Approach Representative works 
Knowledge-based 
Multiresolution rule-based method 
Feature invariant 
- Facial Features 
- Skin Colour 
- Multiple Features 
- Texture 
Grouping of edges 
Mixture of Gaussian 
Integration f skin col ur, ize and hap 
Space ra -Level ependence matri 
of face pattern 
Template matching 
- Predefined face template 
- Deformable templates 
hape "cmplate 
A tive hape M de! (A M) 
Appearance-based method 
Eigenface 
- Neural Network 
t rd c mpo ition and clust .rin i 
I· f n ural 11 ·t\ orks and ur itruti n 
- Support Vect r Ma hine VM 
idd n Mar v M ·I l lMM 
Inf rmati n- 
A roa h 
M 
i11 uuuuun 
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The feature invariant method and the appearance-based method are two of the 
categories which are more feasible to be used for this project as they are more 
popular, hence abundant references are available. Below are the review of some f 
the more general approach 10 these two methods. 
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2.2.3.1 Face Detection Using Neural Network 
Neural networks have been applied successfully in many pattern rec gniti n 
problems, such as object recognition and optical character rccognit ion. a c 
detection can be treated as a two-class pattern recognition problem face image r 
no-face image), hence various neural network architecture has been propo ed. 
Artificial neural network has been developed as generalization of the mathematical 
models of human neural biology. A neural netw rk con ists of a large number of 
simple processing elements called neurons. Each neuron is connect d to other 
neurons by beams of directed communication links, each with an a sociati e weight. 
The weight represents information being used by the n t to solve problem. The 
method of setting the values of weights (training) is n important characteristic of 
different neural nets. There are two types of training - sup rvised and un upervis ed. 
Among all the face detection methods that used neural nets, the m t ignificant 
work is done by Rowley, Baluja and Kanade [3]. It works in the foll wing way : 
first, the image is scanned at different scales and a et f neural-n tw r -b ed filt r 
is applied to each block of pixels. Once this is done, it ill generate a list f p ibl 
face locations in the images but ome f th m 
fa! e p siti es (fa! e identi ic ti n a fa 
bootstrap m th d that electi el ' add i ma i • t 
rr sp nd t the arne face or are 
Thi pr bl m i alle iat cl 1 a 
a trainin s 'l a trninin 1 pm r 'SS 
tarting with a small et f nan-fa .arnpl • in th' trninin 1 sc t a multilu •1 
pcrccptr n nctw rk la si 1 r i trainc I ' ith this lotnl ns · lf : uuplcs. Th 11 the 
n 1 ·qu nc if run m 11n 1 · an I 111 th· n Hl-1'1 • • 1 nit ·111: 
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that the system wrongly classifies as face are collected. These false positives are then 
added to the training database as new non-face examples. This bootstrap method 
avoids the problem of explicitly collecting a representative ample of non-fa c 
patterns and has been used in later works. 
The advantage of using neural networks for face detection is the feasibility of 
training a system to capture the complex class conditional density of face patterns. 
However, these methods have two major drawbacks for this project. Firstly, the 
neural network should be trained with at least a few thousands of face and non-face 
images which will take months to be built. Such databa e already exi t and i 
available on the internet but it is difficult to find one that matches this project's 
needs. 
2.2.3.2 Face Detection Using Support Vector Machine 
Support Vector Machines(SVM) is a learning technique dev loped by V. Vapnik 
and his team (AT&T Bell Labs) that can be seen as a n w method for training 
polynomial, neural network, or radial basis function classi tiers. The decisi n 
surfaces are found by solving a lin arly n train d uadratic pr gramming pro lern. 
This problem is challenging when the ize f th dat ct bee me lar r than a '' 
thousands. A large cale pr blem of the pe pos 'cl b VM an be . olv · b a 
decomposition algorithm. 
While m t m th d 
training rr r, VM 
r tr, inin tl t n th miurmizin 1 th· 
u an ith r in lu ti n l riu it I· .nll •I stru ·t111"-1/ risk 
I, 
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minimization [1], which aims to numrmze an upper-bound on the expected 
generalization error. 
From the simple case of two linearly separable classes, a good ch ice is th' 
hyperplane that leaves the maximum margin between the two classes. The margin i 
defined as the sum of the distances of the hyperplane from the closest point of th 
two classes. It turns out only a small number of data points are relevant to the 
hyperplane. All the other data points could be deleted from the data set. These small 
number points are called support vectors. Intuitively, the upport v ctor are th data 
points that lie at the border between the two classe . The number f upport ectors 
is usually very small. 
In real problem, we cannot solve all of them with a linear cla ifier, s the 
techniques have to be extended o all w f r non-linear deci ion surf: c . rejecting 
the original set of variables in a higher dimensional feature space ea ily doe this. 
SVMs are very well-founded from the mathematical point of view, being an 
approximate implementation of the tructural risk minimization induction principl . 
2.2.3.3 Eigenface 
Human fac image are irnilar in all '< 11 1 u uti 11: und th' \!1 
de ·cribed b m ' usi a lob arin n thi · i I ·u me c Ill fin I the 
· wittun th ntir f 1 ' 'basic f ce ' that t n unt 
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space using the principle component analysis (PCA). The basic faces are better- 
known as Eigenfaces. 
Turk and Pentland [8] applied PCA to face recognition and detection. Principle 
component analysis (also known as the Karhunen-Loeve transform) is performed on 
a training set of face images to generate the eigenvectors. These eigenvectors can be 
thought of as a set of features that together characterize the variation between face 
images. When the eigenvectors are displayed, they look like a ghostly face, and are 
termed eigenfaces. The eigenfaces can be linearly combined to reconstruct any image 
in the training set exactly. In addition, we can find the average of the eigcnfaces, 
which can be used to compare with test images to locate the face in an image. igure 
2.1 is the first 20 eigenfaces of 128 test images that was gathered [9). 
Fiitur • 2.1: tundnrd m~ mfuc ·s 
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The eigenfaces span a subspace (called the face space of the image space). Images 
of faces are projected onto the subspace and clustered. Similarly, non-face training 
images are projected onto the same subspace and clustered. Images of face do n 
change radically when projected onto the face space, while the project: n of n n-fa 
image appear quite different. To detect the presence of a face in a scene, the di tan 
between an image region and the face space is computed for all I cations in the 
image. The distance from face space is used as a measur of 'faccness', and the result 
of calculating the distance from face space is a 'face map'. A face can then be 
detected from local minima of the face map. ne of its advantage is that building 
eigenfaces does not require big training set. 
However, this method only works well f r fac dctecti n if thcr i nl ne face 
in the image. Therefore, this approach is usually adopt d for lac recognition sy tern 
where it i able to search for a face in the databa which i imilar t the input 
image, without the need of a preprocessor to detect the presence of fac . 
As the eigenface method is moderate in comp! city yet powerful it is usually 
combined with other existing face detecti n meth d for dete ting multiple fac in 
an image. 
2.2.3.4 Face Detection ID kin olour 
Human kin c l ur h be n u ·d and pr n t l on r l'li r UIUt • II\ n in I 
t1:cti n t Ji n uu .kin 1, H ' a, fi un I th 11 
kine I ur iv" ri. t a tiuht lustc in )I 111·sp1 cs' .n wh n Ih ,, f'ddf' nt 
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races are considered. This means color composition of human skin differs little 
across individuals. 
Several colour spaces have been utilized to label pixels as skin including R 
HSV, YES and YIQ. The famous method for face detection using skin c lour i to 
utilize HSV colour space. Figure 2.2 shows the colour distribution of skin pix I 
which is plotted by Sherrah and Gong [7], the human skin colour shows a distinct 
distribution in HSV colour space. It is possible to segment skin regions by pr perly 
thresholding the Hue/Saturation value of each pixel. 
120 
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Saxe and Foulds [6] proposed a method that uses histogram intersection in HSV 
colour space. An initial patch of skin colour pixels called the control eed, is chosen 
by the user and is used to initiate the iterative algorithm. T detect skin olour 
regions, this method moves through the image, one patch at a time and pre, nts th 
control and current histogram from the image for compari on. Tf the number f 
instances in common is greater than a threshold, the current patch i cla ificd 
being skin colour. 
The method of face detection using skin colour does well in marking ut the ar a , 
where there is actually skin (i.e. faces and hands). But it al o mark the point f 
unwanted objects like the wall, the tree , skin - colour d jackets, tc. It i inevitable 
that there will be overlap in colour space between skin pixel and backgr und pix I . 
For example, the face is likely to contain sp cularitie that will be indistinguishabl 
from white-ish regions in the backgr und. hcrcfor b tter re ults arc obtain d b 
tightly modeling the skin colour distribution in this image et rather than trying to 
cope with all possible skin hues. This will m an setting a threshold value to egment 
skin and non-skin regions. Face template matching can be included at this point t 
locate face in skin-like region . 
This method is more applicable because it i a le t d te t multiple a • Ill an 
image. However, it i ii und that kin I ur al n will n t b ufli i ·ntl 
pecifically identify human face in a c ne Ii l 1 t ntain in-I 
backgr und. Theref re thi meth ught to b with nh 1 s Lil -cs 
inf rrnati n uch a hap an a arnn in 1 I .r t b u ul 1 IT• 'ti c 
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2.2.3.5 Template matching 
Low-level analysis (skin colour, edge)-based, motion, etc. are likely to generate 
ambiguous feature which lead to inaccuracy in the detection of face. This prob I m i 
usually solved using a higher -level feature analysis method called template 
matching. Template matching employs the knowledge of face geom try 
characterize and subsequently verify various features from their ambiguou state. 
In template matching, a standard face pattern (usually frontal) is manually 
predefined or parameterized by function. Given an input image, the correlation 
values with the standard patterns are computed for the face contour, eye , nose, and 
mouth independently. The existence of a face is determined based on th corr lati n 
values. This method can be further elaborated based on th type of template u d to 
model the facial features. 
The simpler and one of the earlier approach will he us ing a pre-defined template 
where the template is predefined in term f line egment. he c rrelati ns between 
templates are computed first to detect candidate locations of faces. Then, the 
candidate position is further analyzed to r ject or ace pt th face candidate. Th 
second approach is to use active hap m del . ne f the m re pular active hape 
model will be the deformable template , introduc d b A. Yuill . ln this a ppr a h 
facial features are described by parameterized t mplate . Yuill inc rp rat d il bal 
information of the yt:. t rm ro the r liabilit r th· f .utur · •1r·1 tion pit 'S~. A 
deformable e e templat b d n it· Ii nt f ntur s i · p irum t 1 i?. osi11l' 11 
paramct r. The t n plat initinli, n ·1r n11 • 1' I· 11111' ' ill l f nu it: 11' 
toward ptirnal atu t undari . An 1111 ti n is !in · I l linl 
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peaks, and valleys in the input image to corresponding parameters in the template. 
The best fit of the elastic model is found by minimizing an energy function of th 
parameters. 
The template matching approach has the advantage of being simple t implcm nt. 
However, using this method alone for face detection system is inadequate sine it 
cannot effectively deal with various scale, pose and shape. Therefore it is usually 
incorporated into other face detection algorithm and this has been pr en to yield 
excellent results. 
2.2.4 Existing System Review 
There arc numcrou face dctccti n y tern a ailablc in the mark t 1 date. he 
fall into two categories; commercial system and coursework project s st m. The 
commercial systems are built by renowned companies specializing in biometric 
applications, whereas the coursework project system are built by students and 
researchers in universities. The latter ones are built f r ducati nal and re car h 
purposes, so detailed information ab ut th tructur 
available compared to the commercial tern . 
th tern ar r adil 
detecting fac r h 
face I calizs ti n, t .. 
mbin ti n r multipl 
tern: ar i th r 
s .in 1 Ince id ·11t11t nt1 11 • 
5 different sy tern ha e b n re i wed. All Ihe 
pr 
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The objective of this review is to understand the common features and 
functionaJites offered by existing face detection system. Therefore it i one way to 
capture requirements for this project. However, it is of utmost importance that thi 
review provides an insight on how different face detection method arc applied in th 
algorithms for building a face detection system and also the corresponding re. ults of 
the system. 
Facelt 
Facelt is a facial recognition software which was built y Visionics [ 14]. Th 
$30,000 system was loaned to Tampa Police Department in July 2001 t increa e 
surveillance of city residents and tourists. Th Facelt oftware a deplo cd ia 36 
security cameras stationed at strategic 1 cation in Tampa di trict. -a 1t all 
snapshots of faces from the crowd to be compar d to a databa c of crimin J 
mugshots. 
Visionics, a company based in New Jersey, is one f many d elopers of faci I 
recognition technology. In year 2002, Visi m s m rged with Id nti c, pting fi r the 
Identix name. Facelt can detect and I cat a p r n fa ut fa r wd, xtrt t 
that face from the rest of the cene and c rnpare it t a databa: e full of st r d imau s. 
acelt define e er di tingui hablc landrn rk I' human fo ' us nod 11 I ints 
(di tance tw en ey , width h · · no 111 1 int: 11 • 
mea ur d t crcat nurn ri al th I inn f 111lm-; . This ' 1' 
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is called a faceprint. Only 14 to 22 nodal points are needed for the Facelt software to 
complete the recognition process. 
Below are the basic process that is used by Facelt system to d tcct, capture and 
compare face images. 
1. Detection - When the system is attached to a video surveillance yst rn, the 
recognition software searches the field of view of a video camera for faces. lf 
there is a face in the view, it is detected within a fraction of a sec nd. A 
multi-scale algorithm is used to search for faces in low resolution. (An 
algorithm is a program that provides a set of instruction to accorn Ji ha 
specific task). The ystem switches to a high-re olution earch nly after 
head-like shape is detected. 
2. Alignment - Once a face is detect d, the sy tern det rmine th head' 
position, size and pose. A face needs to be turned at least 35 degrees toward 
the camera for the system to regi tcr it 
3. Normalization -The image of the head is scaled and rotated so that it can e 
registered and mapped into an appropriate ize and pose. Norrnalizati n i · 
performed regardless of the head's location and di tance om the cam ra. 
Light does not impact the normalizati n pr 
tern tran lat the ial data int a unique od . 
rn1 ari · n th n wl u quir fo ·int 
4. Reprc entation - Th 
data to t red faci a 1 d 
5. Matching - Th n '' 1 n uir d Io ial intn is · m1 Ht l t lht ~t Ht I I lt \ nnd 
(idea II 
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The heart of the Facelt facial recognition system is the Local Feature Analysis 
(LFA) algorithm. This is the mathematical technique the system uses to encode 
faces. The system maps the face and creates a faceprint, a unique numerical code for 
that face. Once the system has stored a faceprint, it can compare it to the thou ands 
or millions of faceprints stored in a database. Each faceprint is stored as an 84-byte 
file. 
Figures 2.3 and 2.4 are excerpts from the Facelt system. It depicts the system 
identifying an assailant whose crime was recorded by the surveillance camera. His 
face was matched with the profile of a serial criminal. 
Figure 2.3: Face detected and databa e is searched for mntch in Face It Un
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Name: Tom "Power Orm· Harris 
Height: 6'2" 
Weight: 1901bs. 
Tom H;im!I, cnminAI mA!ll. mnd, 1. w.1n1P<11n 16 
muntriM. Sus Pd in mu1 p' Att11c on rJ .r1 • with 
wh;ll. PP6 rs to be a cordlfl.. pr111t,r rill. 
00 NOT APPROACH'! 
May bo amlOd ( look ror toot t ) 
Figure 2.4: Match found by Facelt 
While the software proved reliable in testing, the Tampa police said they were 
unable to make any positive identifications or arrests as a result of its use. The 
American Civil Liberties Union vigorously opposed its deployment fr m the outset, 
arguing that the system was prone to false matches and that it had never positively 
identified any missing or wanted people whose images were in the department's 
databases. The increased surveillance on residents and tourists had also creates 
objections from privacy rights groups. 
Therefore the Tampa Police Department announced in August 2003 that they will 
not renew its facial recognition software contract with I dent ix Inc [ l O].The Facclt 
system was ultimately phased out fr m the department. 
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Photobook Demo 
Most face recognition programs or experiments conducted test on at most ju t a 
few hundred faces. The Photobook demo (9] deals with a larger database f fa c 
images belonging to approximately 3000 people. 
This program was built using principal component analysis to appr ximate th 
eigenfaces for the database. The database can be interactively searched using an X- 
Window browsing tool call Photobook. The user can select different type. of face 
with specifications on features; e.g., senior Caucasian males with mustaches, or adult 
Hispanic females with hats. An object-oriented database is used to search thr ugh 
face images to find subsets that matched u er's pecifications. T p match fi und in 
the database are presented to u er where user will select the most irnilar face. The 
remainder of the database imag s can be viewed b ··paging" thr ugh th . ct of 
images. Photobook will then use the eigenvector description of that face to sort the 
entire set of faces in order to find the most similar face image to that of the cho en 
one. Photobook then re-presents the user with th face images, now sorted by 
similarity to the selected face. The face images found are th n presented for viewing. 
The images are sorted by similarity to the elected face where imilarity decrea es 
left to right, top to bottom. 
The Photobo k can als be nended t supp rt m dular ei n pa 
eyes, eigen mouth , and ci ·n n . ' . 
he igurc 2. bcl w h w th t. pi ul , nr .h r . ult ) 1 h tol k. Th fu · ul 
the up r lcft f ea h et f imanc wa I' tcd bv th uscr. th rcmmn '1 lihc 
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faces are the 15 most-similar faces from the database, which belongs to the same 
person. The most important feature of Photobook is its ability to find the same person 
despite wide variations in expression and variations uch as presence of eye-glass. 
Figure 2.5: MIT Media Lab Database Photobook 
Face Recognition Using Eigenfaces and Gaussian Pyramid [ 12] 
This is a simple face recognition sy tern built by hri noph ·r Jame bb (200 I). 
The method which was used to implement th · sy t ·m i · th · P I\ (Prin ·ipl · 
Component Analysis) method which inv Ives the appli intion of ci cnf1 .cs, 
Although the sy tern was call ·d "Fae· R · .ognition", what the s stem docs is I l 
extract relevant informati n fr Ill th' f I' ', in ' d ' it, ind . nup ir , Ull ' fl . ' 'lll'Otfing 
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with a database of similarly encoded images in order to detect the face. It does not 
identify the identity of the person. The image used in the system is upright, f rward- 
looking face in an image, where the face could be presented at different. cales. The 
program was implemented in Matlab which returns the image with a box around the 
face. 
The first task was to detect face using the eigenfaces method of Moghaddam and 
Pentland. The eigenvectors of the covariance matrix of the training set of images ar 
computed and then the eigenfaces are ~sed to compare with test images to locat the 
face in an image. To handle the different scales at which a face might app ar, a multi 
resolution Gaussian pyramid was formed from the input image. The original irnag 
was blurred and scaled down by a factor of two. Thi was d ne multi I time to 
form pyramid levels with scales an octave apart. 
The system was tested on 4 individuals with 5 different p es (lo king up, lo king 
down, looking right, looking left, looking forward), which c mpri e 20 te t ampl . 
The program accurately assesses the face as it is facing fl rward, but when the head i 
tilted to the left or the right the result will var . 
Jn figure 2.6 which was n of the ystern' test image 
tilted to the left and right n f thee e ar hi den in th 
test image i compared t a data bas of ima 
(tw eyes, n se, m uth) ther i an 
pre nc f facial h ir nth 
databas • irnan i a ra 'is an av rag· 
th 
tut e 
· · 'missin '. Th· 
pi ctur '.'' ithout nu fo ·i 11 h 1it 
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Figure 2.6: Results from Cobb's Face Recognition project 
Correct results can be accomplished if the image has the following characteristics: 
I) Gray Scale Image 
2) Forward Facing Face 
3) No obstruction on the face (mask, glasses, facial hair, bandages) 
4) No rotation of image 
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Face Detection System Using Eigenface and Skin Colour fl 1 
This program combines skin colour and eigenface algorithm for a fa t and rclia 
detection of human faces. The approach consists of 5 step and involves fa 
detection using skin colour, image segmentation, image classificati n, edgc-b . d 
preprocessing and face detection using eigenfaces. 
First, the system searches for skin colour region using chrominance model. The hue 
value is restricted to be less than 0.1 or greater than 0.9. This i to r move some 
background which has similar colours to human faces. The image is al o resize b 
1/4 to decrease execution time. This wiJI generate a binary image wh r white 
regions represents possible faces. Figure 2. 7 sh ws the face det ct i n r ult. 
Figure2.7: kind f tiou r sult l l l] 
The progr m th en lo ks f r 1 
Vari us test are c ndu tcd t 
n that rm · l u n 1.: I l \ 1 • t 111 1 I • Ill I I. 
h r t HP I r 
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face group or face candidate (possible face). Edge-based preprocessmg is then 
conducted on the face candidate. Eyes, nose and mouth produce edges in each face, 
and this edge mask can be used to remove non-face region. Finally, the cigenfa 
method is used to extract faces from (edge-detected) uspicious rectangles. Figure 
2.8 shows the final face detection result. 
Figure 2.8: Final face detection re ult(l 11 
This program scored around 90% detection rat with 5% false alarm which pr e 
that the combination of eigenface nd skin colour i a g d m th d. 11 we r, thi 
algorithm relies on face statistic brained fr rn a mall po 1 f fa c. ph t graph . 
With small number of faces, the di er it , differ nt lightnin · nditi 11 ir f · 
rotations cannot be captured. 
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Face Detection (Using Skin Colour and Template Matching) [13] 
This system used a skin colour-based technique to detect frontal human faces in 
still images. It was built by Henry Chang and Robert Uliyses (Stanford University). 
The algorithm consist of two image processing step. 
The first step is similar to the face detection system discussed in previously (Face 
Detection System Using Eigenface and Skin Colour), whereby skin regions are 
separated from non-skin regions by using a chroma chart that shows the likelihood of 
skin colours. The chroma chart generates a gray scale image from the original 
colour(RGB) image. The gray value at each pixel shows the likelihood of the pixel 
belonging to the skin. The detected area may not correspond to kin and could be 
non-face objects that have colour similar to skin colour. Therefore, skin segmentation 
is done through a thresholding process. The system also takes into account images of 
different people with different skin colour where an adaptive thresholding pr c ss is 
used to determine the optimal threshold value for skin segmentation. 
The second step of the face finder employs facial features to locate face in skin- 
like segments. The criteria used is the number of holes inside a r gion wh re 
segments with more than one hole is possibly a skin region. Figure 2.9 hows the 
segmented skin regions using adaptive thresholding a well as a particular kin 
region selected by the system that c rr spond t th in ut image which i a ba , 
face. 
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Figure 2.9: (Left) Segmented Skin Regions. (Right) A Skin Region 
Then, the characteristics of that particular region is further analyzed. The most 
important feature of this method is that it uses human face template to make the final 
decision of determining if a skin region represents a face. Figure 2.10 shows the 
template used in the system. The template face has to be positioned and rotated in the 
same coordinate as the skin region image. 
Figure 2.10: Template face (model) used to verify 
the existence of faces in skin reAions. 
·• 
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After the system decided that the skin region correspond to a frontal human face, a 
new image with a hole exactly the size and shape of that of the processed template 
face is generated. Through computation, the system will yield an image as the 
original one, but with the template face located in the selected skin region. This is 
shown in Figure 2.11 and Figure 2.12, in which the face of the baby is replaced by 
the template face. 
Figure 2.11: The face is 
located. 
Figure 2.12: Template face is 
added. 
The coordinates of the part of the image that ha the template fac i id ntified. 
With these coordinates, a rectangle i drawn in the riginal I r imag . Thi · i th 
output of the system which in this case, detected the face f th ab a hown in 
Figure 2.13. 
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Figure 2.13: Final result from[l31 
2.3 Technology Review 
2.3.1 Development Methods 
A system development methodology is a well-organized collection of related 
methods that addresses who does what activities and how, when, why and where 
these activities should be done to develop a sy tern. 
There are many type of development m del f r s flw 1r in in crin . M >st 
software developers rarely use a single method throu rhout th • s st m ~ • 1 pm ·nt 
,,, 
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process as it may either be insufficient or impractical. The trend is nowadays is to 
apply a subset of the whole methodology and this subset is called the process 
framework. However, which model is chosen for development depends on the 
organization. 
Using the Unified Process 
Unified Process (UP) is a software engineering process, aimed at guiding software 
development organizations in their field of work. It uses the object-oriented 
paradigm. UP is designed and documented using the Unified Modeling Language 
(UML). 
The UP is consists of 4 phases: 
1. Inception 
2. Elaboration 
3. Construction 
4. Transition 
Within each phase are a number of iterations. Iterations represents a c mplet 
development cycle, from requirements capture in analy i t irnplernentati n and 
testing, that results in the release of an executable proj ct 
Using Waterfall Model 
The waterfall model wa the fir t tru turc a pr a h l • • t ms d lopm .nr. 11 
gained popularity during the 70 and aJI d fi r a in amount ) in Ill 
7 
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process. The waterfall model is just a time-ordered list of activities to be performed 
to obtain an IT system. 
The activities are listed below: 
1. System Conceptualization 
2. System Analysis 
,., System Design .) . 
4. Coding 
5. Testing 
This model was and remains relatively popular. It strengths .are: 
• Minimizes planning overhead since it can be done up front. 
• Structure minimizes wasted effort, so it works well for technically weak or 
inexperienced staff 
Unlike prototyping or other methodologies, it does not allow for feedback loops. 
This means that, for example, once the requirements are written, they should be 
stable throughout the project. Any reviewing of them is thus an extraneous and 
unplanned activity. 
The waterfall performs well for products with clearly under to d requir rn nt or 
when working with well understood technical to l ar hitccture nd infra tructur . 
It's weaknesses frequently make it inadvisable when rapid de el pm nt i nee .d. Jn 
those cases, modified models may be more effecti e. 
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Using Spiral Model 
The spiral is a risk-reduction oriented model that breaks a software project up into 
mini-projects, each addressing one or more major risks. Aft.er major risks have been 
addressed, the spiral model terminates as a waterfall model. Spiral iterations involve 
six steps: 
1. Determine objectives, alternatives and constraints. 
2. Identify and resolve risks. 
3. Evaluate alternatives. 
4. Develop the deliverables for that iteration and verify that they are correct. 
5. Plan the next iteration. 
6. Commit to an approach for the next iteration. 
Its strengths include: 
• Each iteration of the spiral can be tailored to suit the needs of the project. 
• Early iterations of the project are the cheapest, enabling the highest risks to b 
addressed at the lowest total cost. This ensures that as costs increa , risks 
decrease. 
Its major weakness is that it is complicated and require attentiv and 
knowledgeable management to apply it. For projects with ri ky elements, it is 
beneficial to run a series of risk-reducti n iteration which can be foll ed a 
waterfall or other non-risk-based lifecycle. 
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2.3.2 Operating System 
Operating system (OS) is a platform that performs basic tasks, such as recognizing 
input from the keyboard, sending output to the display screen, keeping track of files 
and directories on the disk, and controlling peripheral devices such as disk drives and 
printers. 
Besides that, the OS makes sure that different programs and users running at the 
same time do not interfere with each other. For security, OS ensures that 
unauthorized users do not access the system. OS provides a software platform to 
allow application programs run on it. 
The 2 most commonly-used operating system for PC are Windows operating 
system and Linux. Below are a brief description of Windows 98 which originates 
from the Microsoft Windows operating system family, and Linux 
Windows 98 
Windows 98 is based on the popular Micro oft Window 5 perating 
System, and is designed for the consumer market. Just like Wind w 5, Window 
98 was designed for backward compatibility with older 0 and 1 bit pr ram a 
well as providing a platform for the newer (back in 1995) 32 it program . 
Windows 98 works better by making it im I• t a ss th Int n n t and l 
providing better system perfi rrnance al n 1 \ ith s. s l in Ii 1 11 < st i 's \ n j 
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maintenance. With Windows 98, users' system plays better as well with support for 
the latest graphics, sound, and multimedia technologies, the ability to easily add and 
remove peripheral devices with support for Universal Serial Bus (USB), and it also 
enables users to watch TV on PC. Besides that, Windows 98 is compatible with a 
wide variety of software (including games) and hardware. 
Linux 
Linux was created by Linus Torvalds at the University of Helsinki in Finland. 
Unlike Windows 98 and Winodws 2000 Server, Linux can run on a variety of 
computer architecture. The highlight of Linux is that its source code is freely 
available to anyone (http://wv1w.linux.org/info/index.html). Most companies will 
alter the source codes according to their needs. 
The key strength of Linux is its security as it found out that the occurrence of virus 
attack is fewer compared to Windows operating system. Therefore, inux is ften 
considered as an excellent and low-cost alternative to Microsoft operating system. 
However, it is difficult to maintain and administer the inux operating yst m. 
This is one major setback when compared to the easy-to-u e Mier oft Window 
operating system that has been around for quite ome time n w. Pr per training and 
knowledgeable experts will be needed in ord r to manage Linux. 
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2.3.3 Programming Languages 
The question of which programming language to be used to implement the 
proposed system is very much depend on certain criteria like the type of application 
that is going to be developed and also the objective of the project. ln fact there is an 
overflowing of programming language in the computing field nowadays and each has 
its own uniqueness. Thus, careful consideration must be made when choosing the 
most suitable language. However, many research and experiments has been done on 
face processing and this has help to identify a few programming languages that has 
proven to be suitable for implementing a robust system to perform face processing. 
Two of the most popular language used for implementing face detection are Visual 
C++ and MATLAB. The suitability of both languages for this project is discussed in 
the following section. 
Visual C++ 
Visual C++ is part of the Microsoft Visual Studio package. It originates from the 
C++ language. It is an object-oriented programming language which built programs 
that consists of classes and functions. Visual C++ supports and provides advanced 
language extension and the powerful Integrated Developer Environment (IDE) 
features that enable developers to edit and deploy source c des fficiently. I i a 
completely self-contained environment for er ating, mpiling, linking and t ting 
Windows programs. 
Visual C++ al o comes t icth r with th indu tr , tand rd Acti • ·1 mp lat 
Library(A T ) and Micro ft undati n la ib fr (Mr . l'h MI· pr i les 
·I. 
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the basis for many of the Windows programs. The MFC is also referred to as an 
application framework because it provides a set of structured components that 
provide a ready-made basis for almost any Windows program. 
MATLAB 
MATLAB is an interactive, matrix-based language for technical and scientific 
computing, which allows easy implementation of statistical algorithms and numerical 
simulations. Highlights of MATLAB include the number of toolboxes (collections of 
programs to address specific sets of problems) available. Hence it has many built-in 
functions and this enables scientists and engineers to use matrix-based techniques to 
solve problems without having to write programs in traditional languages such as C 
or FORTRAN. The MATLAB programming language is exceptionally 
straightforward to use since almost every data object is assumed to be an array. 
The disadvantage of MATLAB is that it tends to use a significant amount of 
memory and it is relatively slow in executing if-statements, and for- and while-loops 
that can not be vectorized. 
2.4 Chapter Summary 
A thorough studies was conducted to seek mor inf rmati n on th fc\ ma111 
aspects of Face Detection. Terminologies associated to fac detecti n 
so that reader will have a better understanding of i u r garding 
The most important aspect of thi literature was th 
methodology/ technique t det ct face. rn t mmon rn th J ' er ' di us, 1. 
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The following section was the technology review which documented the operating 
system and programming language that can be used to implement the system. This 
section highlighted the characteristics of the operating systems and languages that 
were reviewed. It helps in making the decision on which is the most suitable for the 
Face Detection System. 
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CHAPTER3 
Methodology 
3.1 Software Development Process 
A software development process is a method to organize the activities related to 
creation, delivery, and maintenance of software systems. A Software Development 
Life Cycle is used to model these processes which consists of a set of necessary 
activities/phases to develop the software. A method can be classified according to its 
paradigm. Some of the most common paradigms in software development are 
structured approach and object-oriented approach. The object-oriented approach i 
rapidly gaining popularity among software developers. The three mo 1 significant 
software development methods in the object-oriented community are the Booch 
method by Grady Booch, the Object Modelling Technique ( MT) by Jim Rumbaugh 
and the Objectory by I var Jacobson. 
3.2 Methodology Considerations 
A methodology is a well-organized collection of related meth ds that addr ss 
who does what activities and how, when, why and wher the e acti iti s sh uld b · 
done to develop a system[15]. Due to increa ed mpl ·it in ft 
applying a single method i ftcn insuffici nt , nd appl in th ' h I m the de I 1 
may be impractical. Th ref re, . ft war· de el ' . ' ill usu· ll 1 01 t t np1 I a :ul s ·1 
of the whole methodology nd thi ub t i 
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choosing the right methodology will depend on the system's requirement and its 
unique operating environment 
Although there are many different methodologies, there are fundamental activities 
which are common to all. They are software specification, software design and 
implementation, software validation and software evolution. 
3.2.1 Benefits of Good Methodology 
A good methodology shouJd be adopted for every system development. Below are 
some of the key benefits of a good methodology. 
• The methodology is a proven framework which has uniformity in all aspects of 
building a software. Hence, user does not need to reinvent the wheel. This 
framework will serve as a guideline to developers on the required activities and 
also deliverables at every phase of the development process. 
• Defines and focuses roles and responsibilities of different stakeholder. This aids 
in improving communication among stakeholders as it provides a communication 
base 
• Each method or tool in the methodology results in successful ornplction f ca h 
development task and this is depicted in milestones of the pr ~ t. 
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• Problems are addressed early on as reviews procedures are available to identify 
any errors, inconsistencies and discrepancies during development. 
• Improves understanding of user's needs and expectation and encourages the 
validation of user's needs. 
3.2.2 Conclusion on Development Methodology 
For the Face Detection System project, the Unified Process (UP) framework which 
combines the best practices, processes and guidelines of the three object-oriented 
methods mentioned above will be adopted. It shall be modeled using the Unified 
Modeling Language (UML) by the Object Management Group (OMO). 
3.2.2.1 Overview of the Unified Process (UP) 
The Unified Process (UP) is a software life cycle model that uses UML as a 
modeling tool. UP is regarded as a complete process framework [I 7] that includes 
every element in a software development process, including phases, workflow , 
interactions of workflows, milestone of each pha e, activities within each workflow 
artifacts or deliverables of each workflow and the visual modeling technique b 
using UML. Therefore, it is unique when compared t th r oft ar d 
process, namely waterfall model and V-model. Th se m del u uall 
pment 
nl 
what phases are involved in a software dev I pm nt pr 
among these phases. 
and th int ra ti ns 
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UP involves phases and workflows. Below are a brief walkthrough of the 4 phases 
and 5 workflows of UP. 
The four phases 
The UP consists of the following 4 phases: 
• Inception. The main goal of inception phase is to establish the business cases for 
the project. Major activities that are carried out during the inception phase are 
defining the scope of the system, producing the candidate architecture of the 
system which is made up of the initial versions of the six primary models of the 
Unified Process and also estimating the cost, effort and project schedule 
• Elaboration. The focus of the elaboration phase is to produce the system 
architecture at the end of it. This system architecture is called the architectural 
baseline of the system and it contains elements of the expanded versions of the 
six models initialized during the inception phase. 
• Construction. The construction phase is concerned with th actual physical 
development of the system. The system is built iteratively and incrementally 
during the construction phase. At the end of this phase, a workable beta rsion 
of the product should have been built, which cov r all the u e a e that ha 
been identified during the early stages of development. Ho 
version is still not final yet and may contains defect . 
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• Transition. This is when the fully functional system is released to its end user. 
Testing is conducted to trace errors and defects. These errors will be modified 
and may also include system modification to improve the system. 
Within each phase is a number of iterations. Each iteration addresses a set of related 
use cases or mitigates some of the risks identified at the beginning of the iteration. 
The five workflows 
The workflows are : 
• Requirements 
• Analysis 
• Design 
• Implementation 
• Test 
The five workflows cut across the four phases and these workflows are 
iterated within each phase to achieve a certain major milestone of the phase. 
The completion of each iteration on the other hand marks a minor milestone. 
This is unlike other traditional development pr ce which m dels behind a 
rigid set of phases, namely requirern nt anal i , 
implementation and testing. 
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Architecture of UP 
The UP process has two dimensions, as depicted in Figure 3.1. The horizontal 
dimension represents time and shows the lifecycle aspects of the process as it 
unfolds. It is express in terms of cycles, phases, iterations and milestones. 
The vertical dimension represents core process disciplines (or workflows), which 
logically group software engineering activities by their nature. 
Core Workflows 
Phases 
Inception 1 Elaboration Transition C onstru cti on 
I 
I 
I 
ftl".ti;-_,. An iterftion in tpe 
elaboration phase 
Prellm lnary lier. lier. lier. lier. lier. 
lteratlon(s) #1 #2 #n #n+1 #n+2 
lier. lier. 
#m #m+1 
Iterations 
Figure 3.1: The architecture of Unified Process f16] 
As shown in the Figure 3.1, during elaboration pha e, the requir ment and 
analysis activities are allocated most f th re our e and al during the 
construction phase, the re ourc r urr m nt r r quir m nt and an sis a ti iti '. 
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diminish, but the design and implementation activities are allocated more resources. 
A typical iteration goes through all the five workflows as shown also in Figure 3.1. 
During inception phase, the problem is defined and actors and use-cases arc 
identified. In the elaboration phase, most of the product's use-cases are specified in 
detail and the system architecture is designed. In addition, project plan is developed 
during this phase. The purpose of the construction phase is to develop a software 
product which is ready to be introduced into the user community. The product is 
evolved as a series of iterations. During transition phase software product is deployed 
into the user community. Do note that an iteration does not necessarily involves all 
the five workflows[l5] Error! Reference source not found .. How much a workflow 
is involved in an iteration depends on the goal of the iteration. 
What are the purpose of the four new phases in UP? These four phase erv s 
to define a specific major milestone for each phase. By specifying a major milestone 
for each phase, the iterations of workflows within each phase can be done with a 
clear and realistic objective (this objective is known as the minor milestone) and 
hence these iterations can be planned in a systematic way. Besides that, the major 
milestones wi11 enable managers to make crucial decisions bef re work pr c ed int 
the next phase and also to monitor the progress of work in each of the ii ur pha 
3.2.2.2 The Three Unique haracteri tic of the Unified Pro ess 
There are three important characteristic of the nifi d r 
architecture-centric, and iterative an incr m 'n1'11. These hara t ·1 i ti s iutlin •s th· 
uniquene of UP c mpare to th r Aware d lopmcnt pr 
. I 
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The Unified Process Is Use Case Driven 
The Unified Process is a use case driven process due to the fact that the system 
analysis, design, implementation and test process or workflow are based on use 
cases. Before discussing further on use cases, some associated terminologies should 
be defined first: actor and use case. An actor is the user or an external system that 
interacts with the current system in order to achieve a particular result from the 
system. A use case on the other hand is a sequence of actions that the system 
performs in order to yield that particular result to the actor. Use cases ar used to 
capture all the functional requirements of a system and they are represented 
collectively in the use case model. Workflows are also derived from the use cases. 
The use case model serves as a guideline for software developers to create the 
analysis and the design model. After all, the function of the analysis and design 
model is to realize and specify the use cases. The use case model is th n 
implemented based the implementation model. Finally, test is carried out on the 
implementation to validate that all use cases have been implemented and to verify 
that all use cases are implemented correctly. 
Tlte Unified Process Is Architecture-Centric 
A software architecture embodies the mo t important ratio and ynami aspc t · f 
the system. It gives developers a view of the hole de i n with th rn t irn] rtant 
characteristics more visible by le in the detail c id . In this s 'n. , th Uni 1 
Process is an archit cture-centric . ftwar d 
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Process, the functional capabilities of a software is driven by use cases and the 
architecture of the software must allow enough room for the realization of these use 
cases, for now and in the future. The architecture of the system in the Unified 
Process is often finalized at the end of the elaboration phase. It can only be identified 
by understanding the key or crucial use cases of the use case model. These use cases 
constitute the core system functions. Therefore there is often an interplay between 
use cases and the architecture. Both must evolve simultaneously. 
The Unified Process Is Iterative and Incremental 
The Unified Process supports the iterative and incremental nature of software 
development. The Unified Process is made up of five workflows which iterates 
continuously until the final product is released to the customer. Jn each iteration, a 
minor milestone is defined. If the minor milestone is achieved, then the software 
development process will continue with the next iteration. If it is not, the developers 
will have to revisit their previous decisions and try a new approach. In this way, if 
anything goes wrong, the organization only suffers losses from the misdirected effort 
of that particular iteration or mini project, and not the value of the entire project. 
Besides that, by splitting a project into a few mini projects or iterations, more 
realistic short term goals can be set to each iteration. Developers will hence have 
more confidence in achieving these clear and short term goals, rath r than a long and 
unrealistic goal in other non-iterative software devel pm nt pr ce es. 
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3.2.2.3 The Primary Models of the Unified Process [16] 
There are six primary models in Unified Process. These models are constructed to 
visualize and specify the system at different viewpoints to different group of people. 
Each model in the Unified Process is composed of a set of diagrams that are 
documented by using the Unified Modeling Language (UML). The UML diagrams 
shall be explained in Section 3.4.1. The following text provides a brief description of 
the six primary models in the Unified Process. 
Use Case Model 
A use case model describes what the system has to do for its users. It is made up of 
one or more UML use case diagrams. The use case model is built during the 
requirements workflow. It is also extremely important in organizing and modeling 
the behaviors of a system. 
Analysis Model 
The analysis model is constructed to describe the use cases pr cisely and also to 
structure them in a way that they can be understood. An analysis m del i usually 
composed of the UML class diagrams and interaction diagram . It an al o have 
activity diagrams and state chart diagrams if nece sary, Th anal 1 i m del i 
constructed during the analysis workflow. 
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Design Model 
The design model describes the physical realization of use cases and focuses on how 
functional and nonfunctional requirements are shaped up together with other 
constraints that are related to the implementation environment. The design model is 
very important as it is an abstraction of the implementation of the system, where a 
well-defined design model can be simply mapped into implementation. A design 
model usually consists of the UML class diagrams, interaction diagrams and activity 
diagrams. However the class diagrams and interaction diagrams in the design model 
are explained in greater detail and they involve more objects, compared to their 
counterparts in the analysis model. The design model is constructed during the 
design workflow. 
Deployment Model 
The deployment model describes the physical distribution of the system in terms of 
computational nodes. It specifies where a component of the system should be located 
on the network. It also depicts the mapping between the software architecture and the 
hardware architecture (the combination of both architecture is known as the sy tern 
architecture). A deployment model is made up of one r m r UML deployment 
diagrams and they are constructed during the design workflow. 
Implementation Model 
The implementation model map the el 'm nts in th' de i 111 m d I su h ns I ·si in 
clas es and package , whi h ar irnpl mcnt d in t rm f ft, re mp 11 nt 
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as source codes files and executable files. For example, a class can be implemented 
in Microsoft Visual Basic as a physical file with the extension .cls. An 
implementation model consists of one or more UML component diagrams and they 
are established during the implementation workflow. 
Test Model 
The Unified Process' test model presented in textual form, and not graphical form. A 
test model includes test cases, test procedures and test components. They are all used 
to how unit, integration and system testing are carried out. A test case is a document 
that specifies what to test with which input or result and under what condition to test. 
A test procedure on the other hand specifies how to perform one or more test cases. 
Finally a test component automates one or more test procedures. It can bed veloped 
using scripting or programming language. 
3.2.2.4 Justification of Methodology 
The following are the reasons why the Unified Process is chosen as the software 
development process framework for Face Detection System: 
• Unified Process (UP) supports the complete softwar devel pment life c cl , 
from analysis pha e to design and right up to the r ramming pha: e here 
coding are done. In contrast, the procedural paradigm up ort th' desi in 
and programming steps since a potential s luti n mu t l c . p if 
decomposition can begin. 
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• As UP designs are inherently more maintainable. This advantage is due to the 
fact that UP as an object-oriented paradigm forces designers to create 
encapsulated objects. Encapsulation means that the interface of the object is 
separated from the implementation of the object. Such separation is highly 
desirable because many parts of the program may depend upon a certain 
interface. If changes must be made to the interface, then widespread changes will 
also have to be made to the program. A good object oriented design will 
minimize the interface changes that must be made. Hence, maintenance is 
localized to the implementation of a certain object. 
• The Unified Process comes along with a highly rated Unified Modeling 
Language (UML). The UML offers highly-descriptive notations that are easy to 
understand and can model all system requirements and specifications. Besides 
providin¥ the standard notations, UML allows software developer to extend the 
language by introducing stereotypes, constraints and tagged values. Before the 
introduction of UML, different methods and modeling technique are used for 
different models. For example, the Booch method only covers the analysis and 
design phase of software development. In order to construct implementation and 
testing models, some other methods will have to be used. In order to tie these 
'different' models together, a complex technique of transition and mapping will 
be required. This will not only slow down the software dev 1 prnent roce but 
also incur errors introduced in moving from one m d ling technique t an th r. 
• UP support the reuse f so tw re in re than 11 u tur d nnl • i , thr ugh 
inheritance. Inheritance itself is r u , th' d fininu f n \ nsions 
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of previously defined classes. This is applicable to the Face Detection System as 
the Microsoft Foundation Classes(MFC) will be used as the development tool 
and numerous pre-defined MFC classes will be used. 
• UP is iterative and incremental in nature and thus it is very suitable for 
developing software. Modem software development is iterative in nature because 
of uncertainty in many areas during the initial stage, namely user requirements. 
So naturally it is subjected to changes in later stages. Changes to user 
requirements or mistakes in the development process simply mean that the 
software development process will have to be iterated. 
3.3 Unified Modeling Language 
The Unified Modeling Language (UML) is "a standard language for specifying, 
visualizing, constructing, and documenting the artifacts of software systems, as well 
as for business modeling and other non-software systems"[l 8]. It is founded on the 
work of Ivar Jacobson (OOSE - Object Oriented Software Engineering) Grady 
Booch (The Booch Method) and James Rumbaugh (OMT - bj ct Modeling 
Technique) (5]. UML has a very rich collection of notations, which can be used t 
model any static and dynamic aspect of the system. In ca e that the tandard UML 
notations fail to address some of the aspects of the system, UML all ws u er t . 
extend the language itself by u ing the three on truct · f stcreot pc ', tagg ·d al u ·s 
and constraints. The primary UML artifacts are ·i iurc ·-· H illusuntcs th' 
diagrams needed when the sy tern i Jarg and mp! ·. 
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Figure 3.2: ~~...;:;, :;:;.ir:.g1·ams [I 6] 
3.3.1 The Unified Modeling Language (UML) Diagrams 
The following text gives a brief and general description of all the UML diagrams. 
It is beyond the scope of this text to explain every feature of the UML as it will take 
up hundreds pages of documentation. However, further information on UML can be 
found in the book entitled The Unified Modeling Language Reference Manual by 
James Rumbaugh, Ivar Jacobson and Grady Booch (Addison-Wesley, 1 99). 
Use case diagram. Use case diagram shows a visualization of the relati nship 
between actors and use cases. It illustrates the static u e-ca e view f the t m. 
Also, it is important in organizing and m deling th ha i rs of the s tern 
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Class diagram. Class diagram shows a set of classes, interfaces, and collaborations 
and their relationships. It is the most common diagram found in modeling object- 
oriented systems. It illustrates the static design view of a system. 
Object diagram. Object diagram shows a set of objects and their relationships. It 
explains data structures, the static snapshots of instances of things found in class 
diagrams. Also, it shows the static design view or static process view of the system. 
Object diagrams have a scope in which they live, since they represent actual, live 
objects, and not just abstract classes 
Component diagram. Component diagram shows a set of components and their 
relationships. Tt illustrates the static implementation view of the system. Component 
diagrams are related to class diagrams in that a component is typically maps to one or 
more classes, interfaces, or collaborations. 
Deployment diagram. Deployment diagram is a set of nodes and their relationships. 
It explains the static deployment view of architecture. These diagrams are related to 
component in that a node is typically encloses one or more components. 
Activity diagram. Activity diagram displays the flow fr m acti ity t activity within 
a system. An activity shows a set of activities, the sequential r branch in fl w from 
activity to activity, and objects that act and are acted upon. It illustrate the d nami 
view of a system. Activity diagrams are important in m d ling th fun tion f a 
system. Moreover it emphasizes the fl w f c ntr I am n bj t . 
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Statechart diagram. Statechart diagram shows a state machine, consisting of states, 
transitions and events, and activities. It illustrates the dynamic view of a system. It is 
important while modeling the behavior of an interface, class, or collaboration. In 
addition, it emphasizes the event-ordered behavior of an object, which is especially 
useful in modeling reactive systems. 
Collaboration diagram. Collaboration diagram is an interaction diagram. that 
emphasizes the structural organization of the objects that send and receive messages. 
It shows a set of objects connected by communication links. It illustrates the dynamic 
view of a system. 
Sequence diagram. The UML sequence diagram is an interaction diagram that 
focuses on the time ordering of messages that go back and forth between objects, in 
order to realize a use case. It shows exactly the same information as the collaboration 
diagram. However the emphasis of both diagrams is different as the collaboration 
diagrams emphasizes on the structural organization of objects whereas the sequence 
diagram focuses on timing of messages. Between the two, sequence diagram is more 
commonly used. This is because the primary concern in system analysis is on finding 
requirements and responsibilities of objects and not finding detailed and 
chronological sequences of interactions. 
3.4 Information Gathering Methods 
A proper and effective method f r gathering inf rmati n 1. 
understanding of the system in all a c t . "h e a uir inf rmnt] n will 
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eventually serve as a groundwork for determining the requirements of the system and 
also for designing the system. As every system is unique in its nature, there is rarely 
a fixed set of rules on methods to gather information. In fact there are general 
methods, for example reviewing hard data like written documents or reports, 
interviewing, observation and sampling, which cut across system type and are 
modified so as to be more applicable to the proposed system. For the proposed Face 
Detection System, the method used for gathering information are describe below: 
Internet research 
The internet is a vast resource for information in basically every field. As this 
project is related to computer vision and image processing, research on the internet 
involves researching on the various technique for face detection and it 
corresponding algorithm, which are published as journals and papers. Moreover, 
University of Malaya is a paying subscriber to the IEEE databa e, so student can u e 
the resources for free. 
Books and references 
Referring to books and printed references is also another way of gathering 
information. The books are obtained from University of Malaya's main library. Our 
faculty, FSKTM, also has a document room where enior 'thesis report are st red. 
In fact thesis done former undergraduates and master tud nts prov to be ver 
good source of information. 
Informal Interview and Que tlonnaire 
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Interviews and questionnaire are direct methods to gather information. A total of 
40 people were interviewed and at the end of the interview session, they were asked 
to fill up a questionnaire (see Appendix A). The interviews were carried out 
informally as the main objective is to find out about the user's perception of a face 
detection system. The questionnaire actually complements the interview whereby the 
objective is to find out about user's preference in a face detection system. It is one 
way to elicit user requirement for the Face Detection System. This shall be further 
discussed in Section 4 .1: Techniques for Requirements Elicitation. 
Discussion with supervisor 
Consultation session with supervisor was held from time to time to discuss issues 
about the proposed system. As Face Detection System was taken up for educational 
purposes, there is no problem statement. In the absence of a problem statement, the 
supervisor needs to be consulted to determine the direction of the proj ct. Moreover, 
the discussion also serves as informal interview as the supervisor for this project, 
Puan Azwina Md. Yusof, has had experience in developing a face recognition 
system. 
3.5 Conclusion On Tools and Technology 
Having reviewed and analyzed the availabl technoJ gic and tool , the m st 
suitable and appropriate tools for developing the system are identified and elected. 
The selected tools include the programming language and the p ratin 
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Selected programming language 
Visual C++ 6.0 wil be used to implement the Face Detection Sysetm. lt will 
handle the user interface design and also the functionalities of the system. Below arc 
the reasons why Visual C++ was chosen: 
• Visual C++ includes the comprehensive Microsoft Foundation Classes(MFC). 
MFC has pre-defined classes for building Windows applications, so it accelerates 
as well as simplifies the development process. Moreover, it is able to support the 
mathematical manipulations required in implementing the propo ed face 
detection algorithm. 
• Visual C++ was chosen over MATLAB even though MATLAB provides a vast 
library of pre-defined image processing functions. In fact that is the reason for 
not selecting MATLAB. When building a system which relies heavily on pre- 
defined functions will limit the programmer's control of the overall system's 
functionalities. Hence, using Visual C++ which requires most of the image 
processing functions to be coded from scratch, is the better choice. 
• Visual C++ supports object-oriented technology whereby di Ierent la c c uld 
be developed to handle different aspects of the face detection al rithm. This will 
provide much help in the design and development of the s t m in rd r to 
the face detection problem. 
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• Visual C++ provides the facilities that aid in the design of user interface as well 
as the Face Detection system as a whole. This is possible because Visual C++ 
includes sophisticated resource editors that support the design of complex 
textboxes, menus, toolbars, images and many more. 
• Visual C++ is able to present the graphical views of the applications structures as 
it is being developed. This feature is supported by Visual C++'s excellent 
integrated development environment called the Develop Studios. 
• Visual C++ supports an integrated debugging tool. ft aJ.Jows every aspect of the 
system that is being developed to be examined in minute detail as it is run. This 
will provide much needed aid when debugging programs in order to examine any 
errors found. 
Selected operating system 
The Face Detection System will be implemented under the Windows 98 operating 
system. Deciding on which platform I operating system as the system platform is 
straightforward. This is due to the fact that Windows 98 has proven to be able to 
perform in a stable condition. Besides, it provides a user-friendly way to interact with 
the system through icons, compare to Linux. 
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3.6 Chapter Summary 
By choosing and adhering to a good software development process, this project 
aims to produce a system of commendable quality. Unified process will serve as a 
guideline as to what activities should be done at what stage. This will ensure a 
systematic way of developing the proposed system. 
Information gathering also plays an important role to this project. The information 
gathered are not only about the technologies and techniques. It also includes 
gathering information on the requirements. 
At the last section, a conclusion was made as to what programming language and 
operating system will be most suitable for the proposed system. 
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CHAPTER4 
System Analysis 
4.1 Techniques For Requirements Elicitation 
Capturing requirements of a system, or in a more formal note eliciting 
requirements, seems to be a very straightforward process. However, it does face 
several barriers which complicates the whole process. The problems are many and 
one of it could be that the user do not know what they want, or that the analyst think 
they understand user problems better than users do. Neverth Jes , there arc 
techniques that have proved effective in addressing these problems. 
for this project, some information gathering methods mentioned in the previous 
chapter were in fact requirements elicitation techniques used 10 capture requirements 
for the proposed Face Detection System. 
lnf ormal interview and questionnaires 
Interviews were conducted in an informal way which means there i no fixed set 
of questions. BasicalJy, the objective of the interviews wa t learn ab ut th public' 
perception of a face detection system. At the end of the inter iew e ion, u r er 
asked to fill up a questionnaire. The purpose of the que ti nnaire is to J nm ab iut 
user's preferenc and expectation r garding th' atur . 
feature set, more specific requirement can bed 'fin d l l J 
e ta Ii hinn u 
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The users' response during the interviews as well as from the questionnaires were 
analyzed. The analysis yield a list of preferred and expected features of the system. 
From this set of features a list of requirements was specified and documented (please 
refer Section 4.2 for details). The next step was to get supervisor/lecturer's agreement 
of the features and validation of the requirements. It is found out that majority find 
the concept of providing 'human-like' vision to computers very interesting. Majority 
also tend to be confused about the unique characteristics of a face detection system 
and other face processing system like face recognition. After analyzing the response 
to the question asked in the questionnaire, This users' misconception was addressed 
promptly in order to prevent capturing the wrong requirements. 
Use Cases 
Another elicitation technique used to capture the requirements of the Face 
Detection System is applying use cases. Use cases provide a simple, tructured 
format to define the behavior of the proposed system[ 19). In fact, they served to 
counter check stakeholder's acceptance of the possible external design and to elicit 
fine detail of functionality. 
4.2 System Requirement Analysis 
A system requirement is a description of the needs and desires f r an information 
system or software. Conformance or Jack of conforman "' to a et rcquir ·1t1 ent 
often determines the success or f ilure of a pr ~ t. Th it i: im] uuut to 
ensure an in-depth under tanding of th re uirern ent a 
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place. System requirements can be further classified into functional requirements and 
non-functional requirements. 
4.2.1 Functional Requirements 
Functional requirements are the statements of services the system should provide, 
how the system should react to a particular input, and how the system should behave 
in a particular situation. The functional requirements of the Face Detection System 
are as below. They are also modeled using use cases which is shown in Figure 4. J. 
• Load image as input 
The system shall receive as input an image or picture file from the user. User 
shall be able to load the image from a folder or file. This image shall be loaded 
into the system and used as a source for the subsequent face detection task. 
• Detect human face(s) in input image 
The system shall be able to detect the presence of human face(s) contained in the 
input image. The detected human face(s) will be automatically marked with 
rectangle on the original image. The system will redisplay/reproduced this image 
as output. 
• Perform image processing 
The system shall preprocess the input image before th e recution of the face 
detection algorithm. The image proce sing hall include conv rtin > th' irna ' 
into a pre-defined format and al o int th requir ·d ima ic r 1 s •nfu1i 11 
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scale image, binary image, etc.). For example, converting a 24-bit per pixel 
image into an 8 bit-per pixel image. 
• Display images generated at different stages 
The system shall be able to display the different types of image generated at 
different stages of the face detection process. The system shall provide the means 
for user to select which image to be viewed 
• Perform mathematical computations 
The system must be able to perform all the mathematical calculations required by 
the face detection algorithm. The system must be able to generate accurate results 
for every calculation. 
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Figure 4.1: Use case diagram for Face Detection System 
4.2.2 Non-Functional Requirements 
Non-functional requirements refers to the constraints on the services or functions 
offered by the system. 
• Reliability 
Reliability is the extent to which a program can be 'P cted t perf rm it 
intended function with precision. The Face Detection tern hall be a le to 
yield good face detection accuracy with minimal fal d t ti n. 
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• Ease of lJ se 
The Face Detection System shall be able to be used by any user without requiring 
any training. This is achievable by adopting a 'user-friendly' interface design. 
User also does not need to have prior knowledge of face detection any face 
detection algorithm or techniques in order to use the system. User interfaces 
design creates an effective communication medium between a human and a 
computer. Therefore, it is very important to make sure that the interfaces fulfill 
user-friendliness so that it would not cause trouble to users. A more detailed 
explanation on the principles of user interface design is included in Section 5.4. 
• Correctness 
Every feature of the Face Detection System shall perform as it is meant to .. A 
program or system must operate correctly or it provides little value to its users. 
Correctness is the degree to which the software perform its required function. To 
ensure the quality of the Face Detection System, extensive testing and trial-and- 
errors will be carried out before the system is rolled out.. 
• Maintainability 
Maintainability is the ease with which a program can be corrected if an error is 
encountered, adapted if its environment changes or enhanced if the cu tomer 
desires a change in requirements. As the Face Detecti n t m will be built 
using Visual C++ which enhances the object-oriented concept, ther for , th 
system shall be easily maintained. 
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4.3 Proposed Algorithm 
Having done an extensive study on the existing technique and methodology for 
detecting faces in an image, a designated algorithm for the Face Detection System is 
finally proposed. The proposed algorithm is a combination of skin colour approach 
and template matching. The algorithm starts with segmenting the skin regions in the 
input image and then performing analysis on these regions to search for skin regions 
that constitute to a frontal human face. Template matching is applied to the latter 
stage. 
This project also takes other researches work as guideline and reference when 
building developing the system. 
4.3.2 Justification of chosen technique 
The decision to adopt the skin colour approach stems from a number of simple but 
powerful characteristics of skin colour. Firstly, processing skin colour is simpler than 
processing any other feature. Secondly, under certain lighting conditions, colour is 
orientation invariant. To reduce false detection, the template matching technique is 
incorporated to the algorithm. The result is a simple yet robust algorithm to detect 
face. 
4.3.3 Overview of the proposed algorithm 
The steps involved in the proposed algorithm are d pi t d in 
step is further explained in the following text. 
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Figure 4.2: Proposed algorithm for face detection 
I. The first step is to preprocess the input image. When the image is loaded, the 
system will convert the 24 bit per pixel image into an 8 bit per pixel image 
and store this new image as a vector of n x m length, where n and m ar the 
dimensions of the image. Then this vector will be converted into a matrix of n 
x m dimension 
11. The image will undergo a normalization process to transform it into gray- 
scale representation, or better known as monochrome image. The formula 
used is [20]: 
r = R/(R+G+B) 
b = B/(R+G+B) 
note: (R,G,B) is the colour pixel vector for red, green and blue 
The gray value of every pixel will be u d t al ulat it' lik ·lih d ll h · 11 
skin pixel. The formula i a r 11 w l2 
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Likelihood= P(r,b) =exp[ -0.5(x -m)r C1 (x - m)] 
Where: x = (r.b) r. 
This stage will generate a skin-likelihood image where skin regions are 
shown as brighter than non-skin regions. 
111. Skin regions are segmented from the rest of the image through thresholding. 
There are numerous formula still under consideration, one of it being Walsh- 
Hadamard Transform. The algorithm will use either a fixed threshold value 
or adopt the adaptive thresholding approach where the threshold value will be 
adjusted and the corresponding segmented region size is observed. The 
threshold value that results in a minimum increase in skin region wil I be 
taken as the optimal threshold value. This step will yield a binary image 
which present the skin areas as white and others as black. 
iv. Skin region will be studied to determine if that region constitute to a face. 
The skin region will be studied in terms of number of holes, center of mass, 
orientation, width and height of the region and the region ratio. These are 
actually the required parameters to do template matching in sub cqucnt step. 
Below are the mathematical algorithm to compute ome f the parameters: 
).- The skin region can be short-listed by counting num er of holes in 
the region (the holes uld be r m uth). The num er f 
hole can e c mputed usine th Jul r !?21 number, d •fin d ns 
follow: 
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E=C-H 
Where Eis Euler number, 
C: the number of connected components 
H: the number of holes in a region 
>- To determine the center of the region /masslzz] 
1 *'~ .zx • '] x =A L..L..)LJLZ.J 
i-1 j-1 
- 1 *'~·e[· .J y = -L..L..l Z,J 
A j_t i-t 
Where: Bis the matrix of size[n x mj representation of the region 
A is the area in pixels of the region 
>- To compute the axis for rotated /tilted face [22] 
b Angle of inclination, tl = 112 atan-- a - c 
where: 
II 111 
b = 2LLx'vx'vB[i,j] 
i-1 i-1 
II 111 
c =LL (y' u)2 B[i. J] 
l-1 i-1 
and: 
x' = x- X' 
y'::. y- y 
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The other 2 parameters- width and height of region, and region 
ratio are pre-defined values. 
v. The system will search for regions whose shape matches with the pre-defined 
template (an ellipse). The matching is done by computing the cross-relational 
value between the part of the image corresponding to the skin region and the 
template. The coordinates of the region that matches the template will be 
obtain. Using this coordinate, a rectangle will be drawn on the original image 
to indicate detected face. 
4.4 Hardware requirements 
Table 4.1 shows the minimum hardware requirements for the Face Detection System. 
Table 4.1 : Hardware requirements 
Face Detection System 
Processor Intel Pentium or compatible 166Mhz. 
Memory 64MB 
Disk Space Not known yet 
CD-ROM Drive Needed for installation 
Keyboard & Yes 
Mouse 
4.5 Software Requirements 
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There are 2 types, one is the software(s) for developing the overall system, the 
other one is those needed to in order to run final system. For this purpose, the 
required software will be MS Visual C++, Rational Rose 2000 Enterprise Edition and 
Microsoft words for documentation. The software required to run the Face Detection 
system is just one which is the Windows 98 operating system 
4.6 Chapter Summary 
This chapter mainly deals with the requirements of the system. At the beginning it 
was explained what technique were used to elicit the system requirements. After that 
a list of functional and non-functional requirements were specified. Besides the 
minimum hardware and software requirements for the system was also mentioned. 
The algorithm proposed to detect face was also explained so as to have a cl ar 
picture about what steps were involved in detecting faces. The algorithm was chosen 
based on existing techniques. 
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CHAPTER 5 
System Design 
In the previous chapter of System Analysis, we identified the requirements of the 
system, in other words, WHAT needs to be in the proposed system. In System 
Design, it will be determine HOW it will be done. Therefore the objective of system 
design is to detail the requirements that have been identified during system analysis, 
ad using these requirements as a basis to plan the structure of the system which will 
be implemented. This section shall concerned with the overall architecture of the 
system and the setting of standards in standards in terms of user interface. 
5.1 Design of the System Functions 
All the functionalities of the Face Detection System are encompassed within one 
module. This module deals with all aspects of the system, which are the face 
detection and preprocessing of image (sub-function). It uses the skin colour and 
template matching approach to solve the face detection problem. 
It takes as input an image loaded by user. This is the image upon which he ystcm 
needs to detect the presence of human faces. n e the image ha' been acquired, the 
process of detecting face can begin. However, before tarting the d t ti n pr e , 
the input image will be preprocessed whereby it will be on 
format in order to perform the detccti n pr . Thi hall 1 n 
the next section. This d tection pr ccss i d nc b d »c ti n 
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algorithm. Every detected face will be marked with a rectangle on the original image. 
This will be displayed as the output. If there is no detected face, the output will be 
just the original image without any markings. 
This module also handles the option of viewing the different images generated at 
different stages of the face detection process. These images are actually the original 
input image in different image representation, for example binary and gray-scale. 
Both functions of detecting face and viewing optional image has been identified as 
functional requirements of the Face Detection System during requirements analysis 
and modeled as use cases (please refer Figure 4.1 ). Figure 5.1 shows the sequence 
diagram for detect face use case. Figure 5.2 shows the sequence diagram for the 
display image use case whereby the user select to view the skin-segmented image. 
An activity diagram in Figure 5.3 is used to model the flow of processes for the 
whole of face detection system. 
Knowing the process involved in this module besides having a clear picture of the 
functions of this module, will facilitate the design of other aspect of the system and 
the effective implementation of the system. 
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Figure 5.1: Sequence diagram for detect face use case 
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5.2 Face Detection Algorithm Design 
The core of the Face Detection System lies in the design and implementation of 
the face detection algorithm. Since Visual C++ supports object oriented technology, 
the algorithm can be implemented using objects. 
As explained in Section 4.3, the proposed algorithm involves algorithm for colour- 
segmentation and also ·template matching, both of which requires exten i e 
mathematical calculations. Furthermore, the algorithm also involves conversion of 
picture files into format that can perform these calculations. Hence, there must be 
objects that could handle these two aspects of the system. One approach used in (21] 
is to convert the pixel file or image into a matrix format, and mathematical 
calculations are performed on these matrices. Two classe will be dev I ped t 
handle these two functions. 
Below is a brief summary of 2 main classes/objects that can b built to perform th 
face detection algorithm: 
a) FaceDetApp class 
This class is responsible for both functions of image prepr ce mg a well ac 
detection process, as describe below: 
• The preprocessing includes converting the input imag which i a 2 bit r 
pixel image) into an 8 bit per pixel imag nd t rinu Ihi n , iman as 1 
vector f n m length, and then repr ntin 
• This clas is also responsible f r all th fun ti n 11 11, n m l 1 
segmentin .kin regi n. thresh ldin ' , t mplot mnl ·hin, 
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b) Matrix class 
This class is responsible for handling mathematical calculations of matrices such 
which includes adding, subtracting, and multiplying. 
In addition to the 2 proposed main classes, several pre-defined classes which are 
provided by the MFC will be used. These pre-defined classes are mainly for 
designing and managing the user interface design. Figure 5.4 shows the class 
diagram for the Face Detection System. 
/ 
Fram e\Jlkld 
uses 
FaceDet/1£ 
r CDialog ] 
-~-1 
FaceDetDoc 
- _j 
<<creates>> <<creates>> 
CDocument 
<<creates>> 
£aceDetViewj 
7 
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5.3 User Interface Design 
A user interface design is a collection of techniques and mechanisms to interact 
with something. The usability of the Face Detection System depends heavily on the 
user interface design. A good user interface design will reduce the time to learn to 
understand and use the system. It will also increase the productivity of users as tasks 
can be performed faster with less error. 
5.3.1 Adopted principles 
The user interface for the Face Detection System is designed based on adher to the 
folowing principles: 
• Aesthetically pleasing 
The design should provide meaningful contrast between crccn clements and 
these elements are aligned accordingly. Colour should be used effecti el and 
simple. 
• Clarity 
The interface should be visually, conceptuaIJy, and linguistically lear including 
visual elements, functions, metaphors, words and text. 
• Compatibility 
The interface design should pr vide cornpatibilit t u r, th ta. k and · l and 
the product. "Know the u er" i the fundarn ntal prin ipl in int fo · k si 11• 
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A system should be easily learned and understood. A user should know what to 
look at, what to do, when to do, why to do and how to do. The flow of actions, 
responses, visual presentations and information should be in a sensible order that 
is easy to recollect and place in context. 
• Consistency 
A system should look, act, and operate the same throughout. For example, the 
same action should always yield the same results. 
• Transparency 
Permit the user to focus on the task or job, without concern for th mechanics f 
the interface. Workings and reminders of workings inside the computer h uld 
invisible to the user. 
• Flexibility 
Flexibility is the system's capability to respond to the individual diff renc in 
people. People should be able to interact with a system in term f their ' n 
particular needs, including knowledge , experience and r nal r feren e. 
• Familarity 
Concerns employing familiar concept and u a Ian iuac that i amiliu t th 
us r. Th interface hall b ke 1 natural, mimi kin r th us r's l hn i 111 11111 ms 
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5.3.2 User Interface for Face Detection System 
Figure 5.4 is the layout for the user interface design of the system. However the 
proposed interface will be subjected to changes if necessary, during the 
implementation phase. 
' \ ······················ ~.~-~ ~ ?..~~ ..! 
l 
! 
I 
Input image I 
; I 
1 1 
I 
I 
I.--·····---- - --- ---- - -- 
Output image 
Original image Detect d face 
,----------------------------------------------------------------------------~ I I 
I I 
Load image 
I I 
I • I ----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
,----------------------------------------------------------------------------, 
I 
Ready ... 
I 
I 
I I ----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
,--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ' : Status bar 
I ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------' 
Figure 5.5: Layout of system' - user intcrfac d esign 
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5.4 Chapter Summary 
System design provides a bridge between system analysis and system 
implementation. In this chapter, the functionalities of the system were outlined and 
ways of designing the system in order to be able to perform those functi nalities 
were discussed. 
Once the systems functions and and processes have been designed, it will rv d 
as a guideline to aid in other design issues, such as the u er interfac de ign. The end 
of the section presents the possible user interface design for the system. 
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CHAPTER 6 
System Implementation 
The Face Detection System is implemented in Visual Basic 6.0. This i different 
from what was initially proposed in Chapter 3 whereby it was propo .ed that the 
system shall be developed using MS Visual C++- 6.0. The rca on for the change in 
the programming language used shall be discussed later at the end of thi chapter. 
6.1 Processing the Input Image 
An image is actually mad up of pixel Thcrcf re an ' image pr c sing ta k 
(including skin segmentation or generally face detection) will require the y tern 1 
be able to extract the properties/value f every pixel in rdcr t manipulat /pr 
each pixel. 
In chapter 4, it was proposed that the input image will be pr -pr ed \· her b 1 
once loaded the system will convert the 24 bit per pixel image int an 8 it per pixel 
image and store this new image a a vect r f n x m I ngth, and th n thi i II 
VO 1.0 t be converted into a matrix of n x m dimen i n. H in u inu 
implement the Face Dete ti n tern, the image n ed 
preproces ing. Instead, every pixel is t r sd in th· form rad n uni · urra 1, h r · th· 
value fi r each pi 'el i st red ace rding t it' , . 1 • rdin Ill'. 
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2 functions adapted form the Windows library gdi32 was u · .d in th· Ince kt 'Ctic n 
task. They are: 
i) GetPixel (hdc ,int ,int): 
The function retrieves the red, green. blue R 1B) • I r , luc the pi. 'I t the: 
specified coordinates(x,y). The return value is the R B valu f the pi. I. 
ii) SetPixel (hdc , int , int , colorref ) 
The function et the pixel at the specified co rdinate t th pecified c I ur. and 
specifies the x-coordinate and y-coordinate respective I , f the point t be et hile 
ii , · pecifie the c lour t paint the p int. 
B th fun ti n are' idcl u ed in the ding .spcciall 1 inc n erring input images t 
different form of image (gra scale, binary, hr mati pa • and al. t retric ' the 
v lu f every pi, I t d 
matching proce . 
mp ri n ' ith a fa c t mplat · a part the t rnpl tc 
The following c ding depicts the tern a it et the alu f er pix ·I th. 
input image t the calculated kin pr babilit valu ·: 
tPi • tl Pic1111· •A (. '[hdc, ', y, R 'l1(/111(Probabili~1 • .5 ), lnttl'ro]: ii ilify • .. ), 
Int/Probabillty • _55)) 
TIP oil ' 1111 ding i · r 'tri · • • er ' 1 ix ~1 vnlu · th I 'tnJ I u • I • 
(Fa· 111 mplote 7 .h le and • t r them in 011 irrn 1 F 1•1•'frm1/11·7 1trr 11 (s! 0.,.1., 
.1 Bas') 
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For xBase = 0 To 74 
For yBase = 0 To 99 
FaceTempfate75Array(xBase, yllase) 
yBase) And 255 
Next yllase 
Next xllase 
6.2 Implementation of Algorithm 
As proposed in hapter 4, the alg rithm u cd Ii r detecting human face in the Face 
Detection ystem f 2 main part ba cd on the technique of skin 
segmentation and template matching. 
The alg rithm start ' ith gm nting th' . kin rcgi n in the input im gc and then 
performing analy i carch {i r in r gion . crnplatc matching 
i applied t the lau r ta 1 wh re er kin r gi n i car hed in rdcr to find 
regions which arc similar t a pre-defined face template. The al rithm and i 
corre p nding ur de i detailed b I w. 
6.2.l Skin segmentation 
The fir t . tcp th' pr gram i t tak th riginal r irn g • and n 'rt the 
c lor int hr ma tic I r 'pur _. c r" rd ·r t elirninnat • Ii zhtin 
ffe (lumin n · mp n mt . h · rm 11 f th· R [3 riginul 1111n 1 
in ludc luminance, hi h ma it diff ult l ha ,1 ·t ·ri 
Ii ihtin 1 h 111g' th' 'Ip ·.1r111 f th' S in. • h I ' II'' nurn 'I' US \ I 'S l 
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If (Redl.evel-y+Bluel.evels., reenLcvclx,y) > 0: 
• CRedLevelx,y=(RedLevelx,yl(Red cvcl., Bluel, v Ix,.+ 1r ml,c d\,))) x _: .- 
• CBlueLevelx,y=( lueLevclx.AR dL v 'lx,y-l lu 'L iv 'I -i rr en ' 'l, .. ) 
255 
• CGreenLevelx,y=( rrecn cvcl., ,/ R dL .vcl ,y+BlucL cl,._, 1r nL I,,) x 
255 
Otherwise if (Redl.evelvj+Bluel.evel., 
• CRedLevel = 0 
rccnl,c Ix ) = : 
• CBJueLevel = 0 
• CGreenLevel = 0 
After the chromatic conver i n, we then u e the f JI wing alg rithm t det rrnine the 
pr bable kin regi n. 
1· I Likelihood= P(r b) = .xp] -0.5( -m) · ( · - m)I 
Input pi · ·I: • 
Mean: 
ovarian cc: 
1 ' T · C = -1."" '· :: - m ·,1. :: - m ' I n- 
A the scope f thi tern I pr [e t d cs n t nc mp · · th' buildin f i n 
kin m d I, th aluc u ed r the alculati n f d i b . d n U1 • 
stati tical anal d n b I [2 I ienerate th· me 11 and th 
hr mati red and hr mat] · blue mp 11 mis r ·kin I ur ·d pi; 1·. Tb· in• 
final pr b 1 ilit 1 
9. 
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For y = 0 To 239 
For x = 0 To 319 
PColor = Getl'ixeltt'icturelnput.hdc, x, y) 
Redl.evel = PColor And 255 
Greenl.evel = (P olor And 65WO) 1250 
Bluel.evel = (P 'olor And 16711680) 165536 
Checkl.evel = (Redl.evel + ~,. nl; v f Bluol.evcl} 
If Checkl.evel - 0 Then heckl.evel 1 
Redl.evel = (Red Lev 11 heckl: 'V I) "'255 
CGreenLevel = (Greenl.evel I heckl.ev I) * 255 
Bluel.evel = (Bluel.evel I heck]: vef) * 255 
Probability= Exp((-0.017395259992469"' 'Redl.evel * 'Redl.evel) _ 
+ (5.934673793790 >9 * Redl.es el)_ 
- (3.12761747829197£-02 * Redl.evel * Bluel.evel) _ 
(5.56756031786492 * Bluel.evel) _ 
- (0.0159804507 0927 * Bluel ivel " Bluel.evel) _ 
- (513. 200963 75 1 '6)) 
After determining the pr babilit 1 f c er 1 pixel fthc image. a kin lik .lih d image 
(al o known a gra calc image) giving the pr b bilit n the >ray level, a 
depicted bcl w: 
erPixel PicrureA(3).hdc, x, 1, R B(Inr(Probabiliry * 255), Jnr(Probabilir * 255), 
!nt(Probabiliry* 2 ~) 
Aft.er getting a gray cale image f kin likelih d it i then n e ary t thre h Id 
( h wn a whit· r >i n in the binary image) fr m th· re t 
(the black r ·gi n . It i b . id nth' ri rmula [- ): 
Al J •obj· t I 
Al , I bu kJ.!romul 0 
T dat there i n uni .rsul 1 r 11 s ·I· ·ti in th It i.- 1\1 tr uue ·d l 
be .h s '11 , hun I. 1111hi:1>:1 •1,• I l'I 'l-'ti n ~l ·m. th thr ·sh 11e111 l • n lju:t · 11 , 
94 
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user during run time through a slider control. The threshold process is ns d ·pict zd 
below: 
Threshold= Sld'Ihreshold. Value 
If Probability > = Threshold Then 
Setl'ixel PictureA(2).hdc, x, y, RGB(255, 255, 255) 
Else 
Set Pixel PictureA(2).hdc, x, y, 0 
Endlf 
6.2.2 Template matching 
It is now necessary to evaluate each segmented skin region to determine if it i a 
face. The program uses a modified .. window-box" earch method, and then compare 
the candidate faces to a template face. 
First, the system will search for segmented . kin regions which are haped like an 
oval shape. As illustrated in Figure 6.1 below, at least 4 of the white pixel and all 
four of the black pixels mu t be found in a certain search b x before it will be 
considered a candidate face. This pattern eliminates all of the skin regions which arc 
not shaped like an oval. 
/ ,-------~----~,.,,,. 
Al lea t 4 of the. • 
pi cl. must be v .. hill! 
A I 4 ol these pi cl 
lllll t 1 • hi ' ·k 
I· i ur • 6. t: Th • r zquircd pix ·Is ind their po. itlcms to pass ufl' '" ov 11 shape, 
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This search stage begins with the largest "window" possible; that is, an irnn ) he i 'ht 
search box with the aspect ratio of3:4 (height t width. lt rn V'. th' nr h v indov 
left to right (and top to bort m, if possible) until no m r · wind \VS nrc I ft 1 he k 
at that size. Then, the program hrink the carch wind w , n i rcpc t. the lcft-t - 
candidate face in the binary kin map. he col ur f the b x rcpr nt th d gr of 
probability of the "boxed region" to be a face. .rccn b rcpre ent the highe t 
probability, blue repre cnt medium pr bability and light blue r pre cnl lowest 
probability. The candidate face position are then tared in an arra . 
The f II wing urc c d depict the alg rithm fi r c r hing al-: haped kin 
region. Fir t, the pixel value the pi, cl at the 4 black pi cl p siti n and 5 hitc 
. pixel positi n arc r trieved r m th input irnag 
not proces cd beforehand it i di icult t have face regi n which fulfil exact! the 
requirement f 4 black pi 'el and 5 " hit pi, I a. mcnti ncd ab c. 
Do While ((CurTop + Curlieight) <= Picturentl ). caleHei ht) 
Do While ((CurLeft -I urWidth) <= PictureA(J}.S al Width} 
p 
p 
(U ill 0, (, ~ •I '17H'll 
'ur'I'; ~ ( 'urt I ·l~:ht I 2 , 
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As mentioned above the following source c de will then t r th' r 
positions as array: 
Dolivents 
PFXPosHi(UBound(l'FXPosHi)) - url.eft 
PFYPosHi(UBound(PFYPosHi)) - C11rTop 
PFHeightHi(UBound(PFHeightHi)) - urHelght 
PFWidthHi(UBound(PFWidthfli)) - urWidth 
PFFaceHi(UBound(PFFacelii)) e- urFace 
ReDim Preserve PFXPosHi(UBound(PFXPo .Hil+ 1) 
ReDim Preserve PFYPosHi(UB01111d(PFYPosHi) -i l) 
ReDim Pre erve PF!feigh1Hi(UB011nd(PF/feif!.ht/ii) -i 1) 
ReDim Pre erve PFWidthl-/i(UBound(P • WidrhHi) 1) 
ReDim Preserve PFFaceHi(UBound(PFFaceHi) + J) 
PFXPosAll(UBound(PFXPosAll)) = url.eft 
PFYPo All(UBound(PFYPo Ail)) urTop 
P •HeightA/l(UBound(PFHeif!.htAll)) = 11rHcight 
P FWidthA ll(UBound(J FWidthA II)) - urWidth 
PFFoceAll(UIJvund(PFFac All)) 'ur ac 
Relrim Preserve PF}.'Po All(UBound(PFXJ osAll) +I) 
ReDim Pr serve PFYJ>o All(UBound(PFYPos II)+ 1) 
ReDi111 Pre erv PFHeighrAll( Boundtl Flieight. /I) J) 
R Dim Pr's rve J>FWidrh.All(UBv1111d(PFWidrhAll) /) 
Relrim Preserve PFFa ·eAll(UBound(PFFaceAll) -t J) 
Thr ugh te ting we ha e fi und that the three b t c f bla k pi. el and 
white pixels to corre pond t a val shaped will be 
i) r m re whit· pi tel and 4 bla pl I at th 
p iti n menti n d ab ve (highe l p 
4 r m r \ hit pi. ·I and bla · pix ·Is 11 the 
p iti n m ntioncd ab vc mod .rut p sslbili: r u .. 
undid tc 
ii) 
iii) r rn r mor bl 1 • pi, ·I: at 
th ' I :iti 11s m •11ti 11 •I :ll 1 \ 
l)7 
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After all of the search windows have been checked and all andidaic rn · I siric ns 
have been stored, the program compares each candidate f c with th t '1111 I ic 1~ e. 
The template face u ed is fr man eigen a c fa er· gnit i n : 1.t'111. her . n fir 
another template face matching pr cess after the oval- hap mat hing i b 
not accurate enough to just pa every val-shaped kin rcgi n hum n 
Therefore the purpose of this final matching stage i to naly e e ery o al- hap kin 
region to determine if it has black holes at po ition that rr sp nd to that f facial 
feature like eye , nostril and m uth. inally, a gre n b x i drawn ar und e ery 
detected face. 
Figure 6.2 shows the template face u ed in the final tagc f template a e mat hing. 
Figure 6.2: cmplate face 
The final stage of matching th al- h pcd face candidat with a ternplat face i 
depicted in the fi II wing 
For y ub = ur'I'op To (i . ur'Iop -I urll •ighr) r p (i urH i~hr I 100) 
x=O 
'11r I idth I 7 ) 
(0) lid. •• S11l, ,,, 11h) 
() 
9 
',1rl11t•l1'•1111 11rl11·hl·. , 1i .111/ 
'11rJ.' I\' I ( /1 111/ t \'1•/ J.' I 't /t'1t1/ / 1t1•7 • Ill' I\'(\, V) 
t'\f y 
'11rF 1 ·' A s( '11r1' 1 't 
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For i = 0 To 9 
MinFaceDiff= 99999999999# 
MinFacelndex = -1 
Forj= 0 To UB011nd(PFXl'osA!I) - J 
Jf MinFaceDiff> PFFaceAll(j) Then 
MinFaceindex = j 
MinFaceDiff= PFFaceALl0) 
End If 
Nextj 
y=O 
Jf MinFaceDiff <> 9999999 Then 
For ySub = P FYPosA ll(MinFacelnde ·) To (P FYJ osA ll(MinFacelndex) + 
PFHeighrAll(MinFacelndex)) rep (PFHei[!.hrA!l(MinFacelnde,\) I JOO) 
x=O 
For xSub = PFXPosA/l(MinFac•lnd ) To (PJ• '"PosAll(MinFaceindex) 1 
PFWidrhAll(MinFacelnde ')). rep (PFWidrhA!l(MinFa · tlndc ')I 7) 
x=x+J 
N• r ub 
y = y + 1 
Ne ·r ySub 
Picturen (OJ.Line (PF 'Po ll(MinFi 1 • •l11d1 ·), J FY Po All(MinFac ilnde ))- 
(PF. rPosAll(MinFac ilnd ) + PFWidrl ll(MinF · lnd t), PFYPos ll(MinF c ilnd x)), 
RGB(O, 255, 0) 
Pi'rureA(O).Line (PFXP All(MinFa · Index), PFYPo All(MinFm: Ind "))- 
(PFXPo All(MinFac Inde ), PF Po All(MinFacelnd x) + PFHei htAll(MinFacelnde )), 
R B(O, 255, 0) 
PictureA(O).Line (PF Po A!l{MinFo elndex), PFYPosAll(MinFc1 .elndex) 
PFHeightAll(MinFa · Index))-(PF. (Po All(MinFa .elnd ) + PFWidrhAll(MinFa · lnde ·), 
PFYPosAll(MinFacelnd ) + PFHei htAll 'MinFa · ind )), R JJ~ , 255, 
PictureA{O).Lin (PF.-\'J> s II(, 1inFa · ind ) PFWidt !!(. efin ac ilnde , 
PFYPo All(MinFacelndex))-(PF 'Po All]. 1inFa ielnd ix) 1 P Ji idrhAll( linF 1 • iln lcs), 
PFYPosAll(MinF. ·•Jn •) PFJJ•ighrAll(, 1in~1 •111 ")), R 11(0, ~5 , 0) 
End Tf 
oE •nts 
FFFac •All(MinF ·•Ind •x) 9999 9 
N Ii 
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6.3 Implementation of the ystem Design and Fun etionaliti s 
The functions in the Face Detection y tern arc prograrnrn zd ordinn t the t.'I c f 
control that calls or trigger the function. In other words, the din 1 fl r i 
functions are 'cla sified' under its corrc p ndin 
slider, etc.). For example, the codings to perform skin segm ntation ar rirtcn und r 
the object md cgment which is a command butt n bjcct. Th procedur will be 
executed when user click on the md cgment c mmand butt n, hence the procedure 
which triggers the kin egmcntati n i the •· Ii k-c cnt ' n the bject. This is as 
depicted in the ource code bet w: 
Private ub mdSe0ment_ lic:k() 
Dim ·A Integ r, y As int, 'er 
Dim P olor As Lon 
Dim Redl.evel A Integer, Gr enl.evel As int r, Blu Le I As int tger, rayl: ive! As 
Integ r 
Dim Redle el As ingl , ir 1 nl: v I A' ing! , 'B/11 il: vel As Single, Gray Le •I A · 
Single 
Dim heckievel A Integer 
Dim PresGrayl.evel A Int ger, Max iffl.cv I As lnte er, Threshold in rte 
Dim Probabilit, A .Double 
Prevtlrayl.evel = 12 
MaxDif!Level = 0 
Threshold= ld'Ihreshold. Value I ld'Ihr sh Id.Max 
En1l uh 
All gl al ariabl f the pr gram ar d · lared .paratel und .. r a x ·1 ant· 111 dul · 
file. Th • de larati n 
u11 ·ti ns ind 
ariable: Ul th ' J rop .1111. 
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6.4 Discussion 
As opposed to what was initially planned at the carf ·r phas • of this pr .i' 
Detection System was implemented in using Visual Basi ).0 in t cad f Vi. u I +t 
6.0. The main reason f r the change is be ausc it i r ·lati 
complex image manipulation with the use of a pictur b 
n ni nt 1 d 
bj · t. Morco er, ther 
are also orne inevitable change in the irnplcrncntati n f the t m d ign from 
what wa proposed due to not implementing the tern in Vi ual +t. H we er. the 
concept of developing the tern u ing the obj ct- ricnted appr ach has not been 
compromi ed. As stated in ection 6.3, every function r the tern i pr gram med 
according to the c ntr I bject, and thi bje t arc rnern a particular cla F r 
example the command bun n clas define the pr pcrti '. c cnt and meth d that 
all member f the command butt n cla · upp rt. 
There h al been me impr n the race detect: n al ) rithm in th 
template mat hing part. lnitiall it a prop cd that the template mat hing uld 
would match face template ba ed n the number of h le in the egmented ace 
candidate a wel I a the entr f ma . lt wa pr p d then that the h le \ i 11 
mputed that the t rnplate fa an b · r 
f very 1 n r l I n 
rdingl in rd rt 
computed u ing uler number and the c 
ee if it f nice! n the r i n. 1 I w v ·r when imp! ·m ·ntin 1 th' . st .m. it wa 
f und th t thi rncth d f t ernplt tc mat hin 
impl .ment d ' ith ut h in) a Ii 
Theref r • in t ead f s inr .hin 
·r diffi ult 111d t ·di u · t 
n Ii · in Mutla 
111.1s.·. th· i111pl nu ·n1 .d 
ternplat mat hin 
·li1nin ti n 
h ._. fi r o ll-shnp ·ti :k i11 
1ndi I 11 • t · r· th' s 1~1 ·m • 1111 11 ·s lh • 1'1 'l' • 111Jid11•1 
t ·nipla1 
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6.5 Chapter Summary 
This chapter explains in detail h w the al zorithrn fir skins· 1111 ntati n nd rcrnpl: te 
matching, which arc methods used in the bee Detection d 
implemented and c ded in Yi ual Basic .0. There ha 111 in th 
system implementation compared to the initial pr jcct pr p I. n • b ing the 
programming language u cd to implement the y tern. The r a n for impl m nting 
the system in Visual Ba ic 6.0 in tead f Vi ual ++ i c tplained in ecti n 6.4 
Discu sion. The prop ed algorithm f r fa e dctccti n a al o impr i ed. Despite 
the e di erences the sy tern wa implemented ucces full . 
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CHAPTER 7 
Testing 
The Face Detection System wa put through di crcnt phase ft ting in rd ·r to 
ensure that it fulfills the functi n l and n nfuncti nal rcquir mcnt a w II a it is 
bugs free. The testing phase of the Face erection ystcm i made up three le els 
- unit, integration and performan e te ting. nit and inicgrati n te ting are' hite bo · 
testing techniques and they are normally carried ut c ncurrentl with the 
implementation of the y tern. When an ' err r r bug were detected during the unit 
and integrati n te ting, an in pccti n and dcbu ' iinu f the de had t c d n . 
Performance testing n the thcr hand i a bla b ' tc ting technique, here the 
testing i only concerned with whether th appli ati n ha. fulfilled th functi nal and 
nonfunctional requirement a planned, and II a th accura ' f the t m in 
detecting faces. 
7.1 Unit Te tin 
nit te ting i c nductcd n the Fa · cl· ti n 1st irn t int ut 2 1 ·n -rat .rr rs - 
alg rithmi and mputati nal. I' rithrni nnd 1111 utati nal ·rr 
arc cau ed inc t 'PS in a fun ti n r subr 11ti11 \ h sn 
th· wr ng utput t t pani ul ir input. 'I h • unit t .stln • 1h11,~· h 1s ht:lt ·I t dis ·o ·r 
11) ·al rithmi ·and · m11111. ti nnl nr 1 •• 'l'bc 'lllSl' I these •1n ·~ n •: 
10 
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• Forgetting a branch conditi n in an If- · lsc statement. 
• Calculating the wrong number f I op that hould be tak n in • r r hile 
loop. 
• Miscalculating the number of clement that an arr 1 , n h Id. u ing 
overflow problem to the array. 
Listed below are the steps taken in unc vcring alg rithmi and c mputational rr r : 
(a) For functions and subr urine that inv Ive calculati n the calculati n is 
perf rmed manually and then the calculati n re ult i .ornpar d t the actual 
program outcome. 
(b) The output is verified if it i the de ired utput. l it i n t, te -thr ugh 
debugging i used t check why the utc me i n t the nc that i wanted. 
c) The ex cuti n of the fun ti n 
value of each variable change 
t 1 ·d thr ugh and h ' the 
examined. The value f the varia les arc 
checked to determine if the 1 h ng in n e peered manner r the pp ite. 
(d) every branch condition in an lf- I se bloc i te ted t determine whether 
statements for each branch perf rm c rr ctl . 
(e) he wh ·th r ach input an be 
test ,, hcthcr all bran h 
(f) 
met b a bran h in the If- I c bl c . Thi 1. 
nditi n ha e b en • nsid er id. 
r a I p . tru tur ·. th · I p i: m d • t 
a few time . h utput i · th ·11 ·ri Ii .d. 
LI ( 
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7.2 Integration Testing 
The purpose of integration testing is l test the int erf 
subroutines. A function or subroutine mi iht perform c rr 
when it is called by another funcii n r subr urine, rr r might 
r 
ur, m t pr b bly 
because of the faults in the interface of the functi n r subroutine. 
The Face Detection ystcrn u c the bottom-up appr a h to ondu t th 
integration testing where functi ns and ubroutine at th ' e t le I are 
individually te ted fir t, and then the tc ting w uld pr cc d with th combination of 
functions and subroutine at the higher level with the I we t le el nes. The te ting 
would keep m ving up th hierarch until all the fun ti n ar te ted a a whole. • r 
in tance, let' a sume that uncti n A call. uncti n and uncti n all· 
uncti n . The b tt rn-up approa h \ uld tc t fir t. th n te t and eth r 
and finally te t A, and thcr. 
Li ted bel w ar me f th I m n that arc te ted in integrati n te ting: 
• ompatibility between the p ram .ters data t pc fa uncti n and the alue 
that it recei 
• mpatibilit 
ariabl 
mpati iii 
rw n th · utput data t pc a un ti n and th · r · ·1 111 , 
un ti n. 
• th. u input ntrt I · dnta l p ·s and th · 
th u 11 ti 11 i I) th • 
r ·: irnplc, t 
hr 
th m] ut Hi n th kiu pr I 1bili1 • .1! 1 ritlun. 
10 
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The unit testing and integration testing were c nducicd oncurr ntl in th F 
Detection Project a it is aim st irnpo iblc t t 'St a . inglc run ti n r ul r urine 
alone because a function or subroutine w uld normally d p nd n input r urput 
from another function and subr utine. normally a few fun utin 
that were related to each other were tested oncurrentl in rder to produce the 
wanted test results. 
7 .3 System testing 
The main rea on f r y tern re ting i t en urc that all fun ti nal and n n unctional 
requirement were fulfilled, be ide unc verin an und tc ted bug . • he sy tern 
te ting i d ne after the unit te ting and int rati n tc ting had been mplctcd and 
all the initial err r had ecn · Iv d. hi ta> i wher th n 
is te ted a a whol .Two vital y. tern te ting wer nduct ·d fi r the ac 
ystern namely the functi n te ting and perf rmance testing. 
7.3.1 Function Te tin 
A it name ugge t, the fun ti n t • tin u .d n fun ti nal side f th s st ·m. In 
imp le w rd it im I 1 l t em h d fulfill id th Iun .ti no! r equir m ·nt 
corr ctl . The u 
te ting that n 
hapt ·r 
"'' uld h •I n ut r Ill ihc : 1st 'II 
durin • th • fun .ti n 
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7.3.2 Performance Testing 
The purpose of the performance tc ting is t rnca .urc the a urn .' f the • 
Detection ystern in detecting facets) a it i · n t I 00% a u t . Be id . thr ueh 
these test it is found that the primal skin thrc h Id c lu i .25. II th t t im g 
used complies to the project cope which tared that the image us d must be 24 bit 
RGB colour image with the width and the height the im g n t ix cding 3 I 9 and 
239 respectively in pixel unit. 
Test to determine optimal kin tltr tsh old value: 
Table 7.1 sh w tw f the tc t result' t find the be ·t kin thr .h Id value. 
Table 7.1 T ·st lmag • #J ( lindsa .bmp ) 
Test Threshold Value % Detected face Non-face detected 
I 0.10 33 4 
2 0.15 50 4 
3 0.20 50 2 
4 0.25 66 I 
5 0.30 66 2 
6 0.35 66 ... 
7 0.40 50 2 
8 0.50 50 2 
9 0.60 33 - 
10 0.70 33 I 
11 0.80 16 I 
12 0.90 0 I 
13 1.00 0 I 
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Table 7.2 Te ·t Image #2 ("trainingSsmalJ.bmp") 
Test Threshold Value % Detected face Non-foe detected 
1 0.10 16 5 
2 0.15 16 ~ 
"! 0.20 50 2 .) 
4 0.25 66 2 
5 0.30 66 3 
6 0.35 50 3 
7 0.40 33 3 
8 0.50 33 3 
9 0.60 33 5 
10 0.70 16 5 
I I 0.80 16 5 
12 0.90 0 2 
13 1.00 0 I 
The above te t wa run n t image and th· re ult ere ·imilar t that f the 
re ult hown ab ve in the tabl . a h t '·t im gc i t red ' ith 13 dif ercnt 
threshold value and the number f per enta e f detected face wer calculated and 
number f fol e face deic ted 'r · r · rd d. 
From the e te t re ult it i clear that the ptirnal kin thre h Id value f r thi 
sy tern occurs at 0.25 the highe t percentag f fac i detect d and th 
least amount of n n-face f und at thi alue. 
Test to evaluate a · urn J in d 1t 1 iting Jn .e: 
After determinin the tirnal skin thr ·h Id alu ', thi · thr ·h Id alu • i 
u ed t te t the a ura th ·t ·m. ·1 h l · ·t · 'l i · us ·d whi h 
ar: 
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Test Set A consists of I 4 test images. Te t ~et B c n ists f 20 diff r ·n1 imn 1 ·s v ith 
a total of I 35 faces. Table 7.3 show the test re ults Ii r T '. l , t A and . blc 7A 
shows the test results for Te t ct 8. 
Table 7.3 Te t Result for Tc. t ct A 
Faces 
Faces Correctly False False %Detected 
Image-Filename Present Detected Positives Negatives face 
abed sBit I I 4 0 100 
betke I I 3 0 100 
billm I I 4 0 100 
boy! l I 9 0 100 
buzan I I 8 0 100 
image la I I 0 0 100 
image2b I I 0 0 100 
image4a 1 I 2 0 100 
image4b I I I 0 100 
image9a 1 J I 0 coo 
specky I l I 0 100 
johnm 1 I 0 0 100 
man! I I 3 0 100 
portillo I I 2 0 100 --- 
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Table 7.4 Test Result for Test ct B 
Faces 
Faces Correctly False Fal 0/oD t t d 
Image-Filename Present Detected Positives Necntlvcs Face 
fatberSonolav 2 I 5 I 50 
frontporch 3 3 5 0 100 
Group2 8 3 3 5 38 
lindsay 6 4 I 2 67 - 3 family 2 2 0 100 
Group3 8 2 8 6 25 
training2small 6 3 I 3 50 
training3temp 7 5 I ') 71 
cybemightl 5 5 I 0 100 
cybernight2 12 10 0 2 83 
cybemight3 9 9 I 0 100 
training-lsmall 18 7 2 I I 39 
training5small 6 4 3 2 67 
trainingf l small 7 4 5 3 57 
twopeople l 2 2 5 0 100 
women 2 I 4 I 50 
joshua 5 4 2 I 80 
dutch party 7 5 2 2 71 
graduation 19 10 0 9 53 
boychair I I 6 0 JOO 
A hown in Table 7.2 the tern i abl ~ t ucce fully dete t human ace in all 
single face test image . n the th r hand, a ried 
results for multiple face image . The verall accurac f th 
evaluate the verall perf rrnanc th T· t 
et A and Tc t ct wcr mbined and the re ·ul · ar . a 
Total test irna~, 4 
Total fa es 149 
0 •(, tion Rat· 
Miss Rat · 
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To determine if the face was detected, each face in idc the final r '. ult rr .cn h . '$ 
were counted. Some images included more than one ace in A b x, but ~ r this 1 .st. 
these faces are considered detected in this statisti . Al 
part of the per on's face. For example, . me irnauc ut r 
nl , in lu cd 
n' hin. but 
included all other facial feature . These images were al d termin d a 
"detected face" when measuring the accuracy f the pr gram. In th 
face areas or better known a fal e po itivc were als detected. H 
project it i important that the y tern i able t d tc t fa ' ' ith minimal mi rate 
. non- 
(false negative which refers to face not being detected). 
7.4 Discu sron 
ur irn g' \ ith on a cura 
wn that 
8. %. he 
The performance tc t which wa d ne n the Face etecti n . tern ha 
the y tern i abl t find face in a 
program works well with image with nl nc pcrs n and a lid background. The 
program eern t ha e pr bl rn wh n the backgr und ha 
skin region c lor . 
ince the c de thre h Id th area and then I b I urin 
kin regi ns are metime 
label tw pr ba 
mbin d. What happ .ns in thi as' i s that th· pr tram 
as n · r g1 n. ' hi h an r th· 
area t n t d .pict the a tu I bj · t. 
rnbin ·d ' ith n n- n · 
uld lead to pr bl ·m Ii • th· fi1 • · 
und. ·1 hi. hon I:. th. t'I r. nun • 
the egmented fa hap· and it d .s n t mut h with tht I ·d·l111•d .11 shupe. 
Ii 
du t hj .ts th 11 h \~ ximil 11 ' I ur :is hum 111 ~I in 1111 J .11 luv 1~ It-'• iun · wh] ·h 
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were indeed skin regions but are arms and neck. Moreover wh 'n tw pc pl' Ar' cry 
close to one another, more than one face are detected in a b x. 
7.5 Chapter Summary 
The performance of the Face Detection ystcrn is olely dependent on i a curac 1 in 
detecting faces in an image. Therefore the yst m wa 
performance testing pha e. Beside , the sy tern had als underg ne unit te ting, 
integration te ting and function testing in rder to en ure the 
fulfils it functional and non-functional requirement . 
tern i bug free and 
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CHAPTER 8 
System Evaluation and 
Conclusion 
8.1 Results 
The following are example f how the pr gram w rk . The fir t image is the 
riginal image that i being te ted ~ r in tan e fa face. The e nd image is the 
grayscale kin cgmented image. he Ii hter the area in thi image, the m re like! 
that that region i a kin rcgi n. The third image • h ' a binar 1 image h 're 1n 
region is segmented fr m th' re t f th back r und. he kin rcgi n arc 
reprc ented b white rcgi n · h re. ·inc II , the la t im ge is the rigin I irna >' \ ith a 
box around the r gions determined l be a face. 
A h wn in Figure 8.1 Re ult I bel w, the pr gram w rked relati el II 
as the image ha nl one ace and it i the ace i in upfr nt p iti n. M re ver the 
backgr und i c ntr lied. Th nl min r t back i that th· utput : h 
detected in tw th n train el in th· pr ram f r th' 
p iti n f' bite and bla • erth ·J ·s ·, 
a· tated in hapter 7- tin). th, ac 
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Original Image 
Skin Segmented lmagc(Binary Image) 
Skin Likelihood Image (Graysacle 
Ima ze 
"""---------! 
Final Detection 
Figure 8.1 Result 1 
For Figure 8.2 Result 2, the program demonstrate how multiple instance f face' 
can be detected. Thi al how that there ar • tw very different .kin c I r regi n · 
in the image, and both region arc detected. The only error in this imn ' • wa · that tw 
per n ' arm were als detected , · face. The rca · n f r thi fut r .sult is be aus • 
the woman' arm i er ssing her pants. er ·atin, a join ·d skin r ·~i n v ith s m i bl ick 
holes in the cgrnented ima c (st· se imcntcd imu s), 'I he im 1 
area d ·t • ·tcd on th· tv o men's nrms. 'I h · 111 ·n's mu: 1r • ·I 1i tu · 1 ih oth ·r 
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causing the segmented region to have white and black pixels a positi n which 
usually constitutes to a face. 
Skin Segmented lmage(Binary Image) 
Figure 8.2 Re. ult 2 
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8.2 Strength and weaknes es of system 
Strength: 
The system provides a easy-to-u e user interface. er do not need pri r kn 
of face detection techniques in order t u e the sy tern effect i el . Th d ign ar 
straightforward so as not to confu .e users on the functi n f different control n the 
interface. User can convenient! flip thr ugh the different irnag g nerat d at 
different pha e of the face detection (e.g: binary image gra cal image each 
image is display on its individual ta . 
Weaknes .es: 
The y tern d e n t achieve I 00% d ·t ti n a ura '· Man 1 re t a 
le s than perfect accuracy some of which wcr di cu ed in hapter 7. Neverthcle • 
to date there i still no face detecti n , t m hi h i able t pr due 1 0% ac ura 
and many re earches in thi field i till carrying n. 
8.3 Future applicati n 
Thi type of pr gram w uld w rk bes l f r ta ing th· fir t l p in a · r · · niti n. 
r example. if a d r ' a t n .w 
uld be u ed. Thi - pr ram uld · im] I ·m .nt ·d 
t im, thi · J r m1111 
hn in 
frontal pi .rur · f th· p ·rs n~ u · . ·1 his 11 
lH'I I\ .'I I th' d I' 111cl ( rk ·II 
sitin11i1111 uf the 
I .rs n in th· irn \ 1 nn I then the .1 • 11.' • initi n 11 ·t~S • ul b ·~·i11, 
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The Face Detection ystem pr ject has been uc cs fully impl m int d. It i .. bl t 
find instances of front facing face in c lour images with an a urn · r t f 8.4° o. 
The Face Detection System Project ha adopted the widel u .d t chnique of kin 
segmentation combined with the template mat hing technique a th m th d in 
detecting face. The system ha le tcd to be able to pcrf rm i c re functi n which is 
to detect face in a RGB colour image. Hence, the Face tecti n Pr ject ha 
achieved it project objective a tated in hapter J. 
uc to the c rnple 'it' r the pr cc , me ur c de ' ·r • adapted fr m 
[24] to erve a guideline f r pr grarnrnin the functi n in thi stem. A great deal 
of time wa pent n learning t implement th fi c d ·t · ti n pr css and als t 
understand the pr ces f di crent cxi tin fa e detection y cm . Initiall , man 
problem ccur when tr ing t impl m nt th ur e it d e 
involve ome advance syntai . Thercf re, a I t of learning i • d nc thr ugh 
under tanding the sample and e ample pr ided in f2 ). 
All in all, thi pr ject ha cen a v ry int r tin and aluabl • learning 
experien e. 
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Appendix A 
User Manual 
This user manual provides a comprehensive guide on how t use the ace etc ti n 
System. It is presented according to the functions of the tern. All the name f 
buttons, drop down list and other input control on the screen uld be ritten in 
quotes sign (' ) 
Introduction to Face Detection System 
The Face Detection ystern i an applicati n whi h d tect the pre enc f human 
format. The height of the image mu t not exceed 2 9 pi I unit and the ' idth mu. t 
not be more than 319 pixel unit. 
Running the Face Detection y tern 
Insert the Face Detection y tern int y ur c -R M dri . ~ xpl r · 
the D and you will ee the foll ' in) fil 
Fae 0 toction 
System.axe 
ubl ·- Ii k nth· Fn · srcm i 
I IN 
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The following figure shows the different controls found on the Face Detection 
System. 
File menu 
option 
Image path 
textbox 
lnpul Image 
box textbox 
Browse 
buuon Image tub 
l,..Ulmage Red 
Brwyi"!''Olt 
Detected Face(a) Skrt l.hlnood lm(IQlt --' ClvOIMJC Coku Image 
D crod Foco(•) ------- 
Progress bar 
Ski'ITl'mhold _ _.1ee 
J 
J Ewit 
Threshold Value 
label 
Threshold slider Status 
indicutoffl 
Detect Face 
bu lion 
'top 
but Lon 
E tit 
hutton 
11'> 
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Load Image 
The following figure shows the interface of the Face Detection ystem. 
~.Face Detection System . 
~1~~:._\pi;s __ ,mage_.:,IJ:._oup_\tr_ftlg5smal OO'IP 1G 
J- 
................................. 1 , ,, . 
0 100 
Bi\llly inaoe 
Detected Face(1) 
Segnent s::_j • • 
~~~~I ..-~~~~~~~~- 
Stop I EIGI 
I. To load an image, click on the 'Brow e' button and you will sec the p n-file 
window. Select the image fr rn the appropriate directory or drive. 
Alternatively, you can also open a file fr m clicking the File -> P ·n on the 
menu bar. 
2. The loaded image will be display on the input ima • b . 
3. The path of the image file will be di .pla ed h ·r · on th· input tc: tbo .. 
4. The input image will b • dupli ·oted ind displ l on th• 'I ·t • ·trd F \ l'' t 11 t l 
prepare it for detection. 
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Preprocess Image 
The image that has been loaded must be preprocessed into the appropriate 
representation. The preprocessing converts the image into 3 different image type: the 
chromatic image, the skin likelihood image(grayscale image) and the binary image. 
Preprocessing is for the purpose of segmenting skin regions from the rest of the 
background in the image. Each of the converted image represents different phase of 
skin colour segmentation. The following figure shows controls(buttons, slider, tab) 
involved in the image preprocessing. 
Fiie 
u Face Detection System · 
lll)t.( Image 
81owse J 
Res.A 
Oceeotod Faco{t) I 
( - e~ llWIQO JI 
Chomabo Cdau 1m(;) 
Sb'! Li<elnood I maoe I 
J 
I I 
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5· User can adjust the skin threshold• value. By default, the skin thresh Id valu · 
is set at 25 which has been tested to be the optimal value f r all tested images. 
The value is usually adjusted for testing purp scs where th' us ·r want lo 
find out the optimal threshold value for a particular irnag . The adjust d aluc 
is shown by the threshold value label under the slider. If you do not wish t 
adjust the threshold value, you can proceed straight to .cgmcnt the image. 
6. Click the "Segment Button" to preproces the image. The left tatu indicator 
circle will turn red ignifying the image is being prcpr c ed. nee the 
preprocessing is completed, the right status indicator circle will tum green. 
7. The three different repre entation f the image will be di play .d n it 
respective image tab. To view the different image , click n the tab bull n f 
the image type that you want 1 vie' . F r example i y u \ ant t 
binary form of the image, click n the "Binary Image tab button . The narn · 
f each image will be labeled bel w the image. 
8. The status indicator circle, a the name implie • indicate the talus f the 
image preprocessing. When the prepr ce ing i till running. th I ·ft ir I 
will remain red. Once the preprocessing is completed, the right circle will 
turn green. 
• Thrc.1·'111/d is tho I ar 1n1 ter of l rip,ht1k•s.1·ft11 1111111 l/.ll' I { < '' 11111111, •1 1· 1 • 71111 • rltfl<'1<111tlu1 1/m/ I 
~f tho threshold w1/11 Is too low, rl1l' 111011111 rf.1 • .i:111111tNI 11.111 1 .Lil'"' 111 ,,. 111 1 1m/ if It i1 Im /11 ·h 
c rtoln skin region wlll 11 I bt s Rm llf«' i 
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Detect Face 
The system can only detect face after the image has been preprocessed. Therefore, 
before and throughout the image preprocessing, the "Detect Face" button is disabled. 
Once the preprocessing is completed, the "Detect Face" button will be enabled. 
, . ' ~ .. - ' 
~ F.ace Detection System . , . . 
Fiie 
Red 
81ows11 J 8nary1Mg11 
Detected Face(t) 
Skii Tt..ethold 
--J- 
•• , u11•10111'.1111uu111••••l•ll••••••••••llflll•••••n••••u• .. ·········"'''""'''I 
Segnent Skn j • 
0 
9. Click the "Detect Face" button to start the face detection pr cc . The 'Y tcm 
will automatically scan through the binary image t find po· ibl faces. 1 he 
process will take some time (appr ximatcly 10 t 40 .cc nd .-dep ·ndin 1 n 
the image). 
10. The " hromatic Image" tab will sh w th· · st ·m s xuuiiu th · i1111 • I l 
carch for faces as th· d ·tc ·tion r rt c .ss is running. Fh · "( rom 11 k Ima ·" in 
the figure ab vc is an c. ampl · of th · · ~t ·n1 s .nnnin • the im 1 1 -. I t x is 
I I 
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drawn around every potential face. The colour of the box rcpre cnts the 
degree probability of the "boxed region" to be a face. rccn box rcprc cnt · 
the highest probability, blue represents medium probability and Ii iht blue 
represents lowest probability. 
11. As the face detection process i running, u er can click the " t p" bun n t 
stop the process. 
12. The progress bar shows the progress of the face detecti n proccs . It will be 
full bar when the proce s ha com pl ted detected all face in the imag ·. 
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Final Output 
File 
;:i Face Detection SyStem · . . , ' . 
!~Image 
erowieJ 
--J-- ................................................................................................. 
0 
Ttweihold V~ • 25 
Red 
Brwy moga 
Detected Face(t) 
100 
SOl1lllri Skai J • 
l[i>cted Fi.co I 
Stop J ()at 
13. Once the detection process is completed, the system will output the detected 
faces in the "Detected Face" tab. A green box is drawn around every face hat 
the system is able to detect. As shown in the figure ab vc, it i · the final re ult. 
14. To exit the application, click on the" xit' butt n. Alternatively, u .er can al· 
quit the application by clicking on the File-> xit on the menu bar. If u er 
wants to continue u ing the application t det · ·t face in thcr image, u ·er ju st 
need to load a new image. 
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Appendix B 
Face Detection System 
This questionnaire is designed to obtain some input fr m the public n th 
development of the Face Detection ystem. It i the pr po ed stem for m fin I 
year project. Please complete the following questions to reflect ur pini n a 
accurately a po ible. Y ur information will be kept trictly confidential. 
Respondent's Particulars 
(Please write d wn the informati n requested bel in th Iac pr id d. 
Name 
ccupation 
1. Plea e tick the answer that fit y ur opim n 
Ye N 
a) Do you access the internet? D D 
b) Do you own a computer at h me? D D 
c) 111 ? D D 
l 
d) Havey u c me acr D D 
i. : a er gniti n, fa 
e) W uld I U pr r u in a Im hi ·h i. lial D 
driv en? 
f) If iv nth· pp rtunit 1,' uld ' u 
DD 
1 ' 
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learning more about face detection? 
2. Will you choose face detection as your final year project r research topic? Wh 
3. Are you aware of the technique to detect face? (pica c tick y ur ch ic 
Yes No 
Jf'yes'proceedto question 4. If'no', go to question 5 
4. Which face detection technique which 1 u kn ff 
Template matching 
Skin colour analy i 
Neural netw rk 
Eigenface approach 
upp rt Vector Machine 
thers. Pica e p cify _ 
5. What functionality would you like to have on a face dcte ti n l m. 
6. Depending on which technique u cd a a c d ·te Li will u suall 
generate different type f irnag i. : bina 
the original input im g 
Would you want t have the pti 
Yes (pl ase pro d to qu tion > 
irna . 'ra 
th .rn? 
__ N 'plea. · • 1c tc q11 •st ion 
I. 7 
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7. How would you prefer to view want to view the images? 
on a dialog box 
on a separate window 
others.Please specify 
8. What type of input image would you prefer? 
__ Bitmap 
Colour RGB 
JPEG 
Others. Plea e specify 
9. Would you want to have a status bar indicating that the y tern i running 
Yes N 
I 0. Would you want a help file to c included in the y Lem? 
Yes N 
The nd 
- Thank u fl r ur parti ipati n - 
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